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REPORTS. 

MNEMOSYNE, Vol. VIII, Part 1. 

The first twenty pages of this part are occupied by Cobet with critical remarks 

upon Eunapius, in Vitis Sophistarum et fragmentis Iistoriarum. These notes 
do not contain much of general interest. One or two extracts may be made, 
however, which will show Cobet's opinion of Eunapius as regards style and 
trustworthiness. 

"P. 67. Laudat Hilarium Kara ypabtiKcv tiLoaoocavra a7re oviK 7reOvjKieit ev irai 
EKeivov XEpahi, Eivpdvop. Est operae pretium in his animadvertere obscuruin 
et atrum dicendi genus, ex qua caligine vix sententia pellucet haec: 'inpic- 
tuar ita versatus est ut per eius manus Euphlranor adhuc superesse videretur,' ut 

optime Gatakerus interpretatur apud Boisson. Quod Dionysius Halic. Tom. 
VI, p. 759, de Platone dicit: OrTav Eig r pv 7reptrro0oyiav Kat rb KaXut7ieretv-ajerTpov 

opitjv ad/3p--/esaivei rT aaoiEg Kaai 6b,) roiei rcapaTr2latov, aliquanto verius et 

iustius de Eunapio diceretur, in quem quadrat quod ipse de Iamblicho scripsit, 
p. 12. Ob Karexet rTv taKpoaTr/v-a2LX' 6dTroO(rpIeiv Kai arroKvaietv r3'v iKoi/v OIKEV'. 

"P. 98. De Libanio scribit: rad rti atrcVT rT a 7repa Oavudiaetv ETro oVTro 

troiAvuop6ov rt Xpfua IKatl 6Ao7rp6oaa2Xov ijv. Scrib. Trdg rtg aurON ra a?irepa 
Oavliad,eiv Ecro, ut paullo ante: o6 uiv trov7rcovqg uipoq 3i24YXero, r0iv 6e avyylyvotziv(v 
&eaaroc aiLov Eavrbv v opa redtaL/pavev. Vide autem mihi mirifice compositam 
orationem: 6 7roVbTrovC est a Theognide, 7roXV'iop06v rt Xpiua Herodoteum est et 

aLXoroirpaa2Aoq Ilomeri. Atque his admiscuit sordidum et plebeium ra oeb-repa 

de uno pro ra eavrov. Caeterum de Libanii ingenio et moribus nihil opus est 

Eunapio credere. Palam est enim in nonnullis mentiri Eunapium." 
S. A. Naber has thirty-five pages devoted to the criticism of the comic frag- 

ments. A specimen or two of his suggestions may be given. 
In the third line of Cratinus, 'ApXiZoXot fr. 3, ov iuevroti rap) Ks.o)JOV 6 rvTi/bo 

EOiKE 2Ca. aat he proposes eotK' nro7rapd6ev, saying: ' caecus est qui se solum esse 
arbitratur; venter crepat, nec suspicatur se cuiquam facere contumeliam, qualem 
Amasis rex apud Herodotum sciens facit; adest autem mutus qui non sentit 
sibi contumeliam fieri, itaque miro casu fit iniuria quam nemo infert et nemo 

patitur.' [6arorapeiv is an heroic remedy. Why not aK7ilat ? B. L. G.] 
Frag. 13 of llvTiv7 (Cratinus) 2AXpeig ?GXv ' ypda' avrbv 'Ev iTretaoodi, N. objects 

to the interpretation of irreito6sov as rTO k'riwep6yevov T4p (pal/art y?ATorog xaptv 

eo r7j if 'roOeaewg, and, comparing frag. I4 iv ro~ig 2vXvoiaL ypdipov, proposes to 
read iv CKUipdcoi5t. " Clisthenes, qui ridiculus est dum aetatis flore tesseris ludit, 
collocandus est, ubi ra KV/3evTt1K& bpyava veneunt." 

Frag. I of 2pat (Cratinus) he finds no explanation of the epithet 6 6 Q0 o v o C 
a2&)KTrp satisfactory; and since he thinks the mention of the cock's crest almost 

necessary, he suggests that Cratinus may have written Xo060otvoq. 

On Plato Com. fr. incert. 58 he believes that Phrynichus has confounded 
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?,vxoppayeZv 'quod de moribundis in usu est' with lPvxpoppobeiv, and that the 
allusion is to the Athenian habit 'vinum aqua niveafrany,erie.' He shows that 
snow for this purpose was an article of merchandise, and suggests as an emenda- 

'tion of Lucian, de Merc. condl. 26, where the slighted guest is told obre obv 
ExetC ,Iovoo and the refusal of an egg is incredible, that we should read Xtov': 
'Nivis usus ad luxuriam pertinet.' 

On Antiphanes, LAtrLXdctot fr. 2, which contains the,remarks of a slave that it 
is those who wish to live that have to die, robC yGtX0o1ivovgV dE ;1v Karaonaa 7ro 

AOKOovC l 1Kovra 6o Xadpv, and ends with (in Mein.) 6 d(5 Ltu6 iartv 67 avaaiaa 

dap/aKov, Naber points out that what Antiphanes really meant to say was that 
the famished desired to die and were glad when death came to them. He 
therefore conjectures ei6avaaiaf, but in this he has been anticipated bly Bothe 

(Didot), who, lhowever, wrongly olbjects to &aavaoiag on the score of quantity. 
This article of Naber's contains many acute remarks; but his habit of indicating 
the fragments by referring to the pages of the authllor by whom they are cited, 
and only occasionally to the pages of Meineke or to the play of which they formed 
part, reinders it hard to read with proper attention. 

The next article is by Cobet on the fragments recently publishled from a 
papyrus of the 2d century B. C. by H. WVeil. This subject being discussed in 
another paper in this Journal, p. 187, it is unnecessary here to say anything 
about it. 

Cobet has next an article of 40 pages on Thucydides, lib. I, II, as published 
(I877-8) l)y Herwerden. 

On I o10, 2, he maintains against H. that r7v 7vreVE raC duo UtOipag means simply 
two-fifths of the soil of Peloponnesus, and not Laconia and Messenia, as the 
Schol. assert. ' Scholia in Thucyd(lidem neque antiqia sunt et perexegui pretii. 
Constanltinopoli scripta sunt a Graeculis nequte doctis neque ingeniosis et 
perraro in iis aliquid reperias quod sit simul novLum et l?onum. Contra scatent 
erroril)bus et commentis, qutalis est haec mirifica Peloponnesi in quinque partes 
descriptio." 

On I 3I, 3, o' 6& KopivOtot ,Trv96UEVt v ra-ra 'XOov aa 7 atroi ig 7aq 'AOivag 

rrpea3evuae,evot, he expels the last word not only as being an unnecessary repe- 
tition of what is implied in ot Kopiv9tot /MOik), buLt also on the ground that 
ir-pflre[-.etv--/St/um esse and 7p?e3ei:ecOat=/-gl/alos millerse. He thinks that those 
whlo say that the middle is hlere used in the sense of the active are misled by 
misundlerstanding VI Io04 6 rb2t77rof-pr-s3evoGau6evof: for "non solet is qui 
coim imperio est ipse legatus ire sed alios mittere, et 7rPeol3Evav,euevog significat 
idem quod( semiper 7ryvba? 7rpwerfevr//v vel 7rpEo/3et. Tenemuis igitur i7r' avro- 

WI),6P interpolatores, qui de sLo 7ps)EaEv6SutEvot et rf)ps3ev6,uEvot (V 39) alliderunt." 
On I 32, I, he insists on expelling the " additamentum prorsus imoutile ac sutper- 

vacaneiumn co7'ep ca 7/?tdi vvi', and recommend(s a similar excision in I 82, I, 
IV 92, 5, III 67, 7; 53, I; and cites the Scholia on several other passages to 
shlow that they contain just sutch expressions, which, he believes, in the places 
above quote(l hlave crept into the text. 

On I 44 he rep)eats and confirmls by additional arguments his proposal to 
change iv (5& r , trepaia into VCrEpa, thoughl Herw. has refutsed to follow him. 
Of the three passages (III 91, 5, V 46, i, VII Ir, 2) cited by H. he disallows 
the interpretation of the two former and emends the last, maintaining that the 
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analogy of rptraioq, etc., determines the use of vaTepatoc, which can only be used 
with ji/epa expressed or understood. The prep. ev in this case shows that the 
noun to be supplied is eKK?l;ia and not tyi pa, and therefore the reading must 
be varipa, and not varepaia. 

In c. 54 he finds no less than six aliena additamenta. And to show how such 

marginal comments crept into the text he quotes Galen's account of the process: 
Trda cie rtg Trpooeypaipev iveKEv eavrov, KcaOanrep eiO0auev Vn'6/ivr,atv ev roilf /erTrOioit 

(in marginibus) ra rotavra rpocrypadeew, eirda rit TrV iera7aypa0O6vv rTO pl3tfAiov 6f 

aiOV rov TV vyypaobe'C Ov elc TrO V0og (in textum) airb LeTerfo0eV. 

In c. 73, I, he changes poveViaroa0e after 5T7O ig) into pov;evaeaOe, re-asserting 
the Canon Dawesianus that birow, oiirO rp6T(, oiV tO must be used with the future 
indicative or the subjunctive second aorist. 

In c. II5, 5, instead of ro'7 61ofpovg K?tuZ?avTeg IK A' /vov he writes iltcaKbavrec, 
for ' K2i'TTrtv de rebus poni solet,furtim autfurto surripere, xKKrTTrretv de personis, 
clam subducere'; and so in Ar. Ach. 525 he wishes to read veavtat 'KKicEArrovCt. 

In c. 137, 4, Thucyd. inserts in his report of the letter of Themistocles to 
Xerxes and his claim to reward for services rendered, his own comment, 
ypabag rTjV K Za' taaZvoq Ttpoayye2oGtv Trf vaXupopaeoc Kat riv Trfv ye0vp6v, 7)v 

*evd6g 7rpoaserotyaaTo, r6re dt' avrov ov idZa7tva v. Cobet objects to the words sv 

itev6og TrpoceTrodtaTro (i) as inconsistent with the statement of Herod. VIII .109, 
which represents Themistocles as dissuading the Athenians from sailing imme- 

di4tely to the Hellespont. [But in c. o108 we are told that the suggestion to sail 
and destroy the bridge was made first by Themistocles to the assembled com- 
manders and was rejected by the influence of Eurybiades.] (2) because ipevd&g 
is unnecessary with wrpoaewrodtaaTo; " Athenienses in ea re dixissent: 6v 

e7rXaoaro; but chiefly (3) in consequence of their position between T7rV r6re and 
ovi id2Xvotv. 

In II 12, 4, eyvu 6 'Apxitdafog bt otl 'AOrvaiot oVeYv Tro Ev0Saovatv, Herwerden 

has admitted the correction eivoaefiovatv; on which Cobet remarks: " v1ioaeio 

pugnat cum natura verborum in -?reo, quae omnia notionem continent rei 
incundae et gratae, cuius quis cupidus esse possit." You might properly say 
'rtra2DaLeiu ro7v T0O2ORov, "sed ir'tOvt& ivdtd6ovat contra naturam est." 

H. T. Karsten has a note on CICERO,pro Flacco, ? 62, in which he repeats his 

formerly expressed opinion that the words et eorum eadem terra parens, altrix, 
tatria dicatur, were inserted by some commentator who remembered Isoc. 

Paneg. ? 24, and failed to see that the corresponding words there have a justi- 
fication which is wanting in the Latin. Karsten says that this parallel has 

escaped the commentators. The passage of Cicero is, however, quoted in Mr. 

Sandys' note on the Panegyricus. 
Herwerden offers emendations: on Ar. Eq. 935 (7rpiv for Tr', to prevent 00a7iCg 

from being constructed with an infin.): Eur. Alc. 827 (ivar7rpcuriov for Ka' 

7rpoca7rov): Hippol. 253 (7Trpc aKpov cat f) z ivet6bv ipvx7g for Kai j77 7rpbg aKpov, on the 

ground that aKpov cannot mean intimum. He makes the sense: ita ut tangatur 
tantum modo quasi superficies (rb aKpov rt7T iTvxi) non vero intimae eius partes 
(6 ftvebL6 rOg iPbvxO); and proposes three other slight changes. 

The last page contains seven emendations of Galen by Cobet. 
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Cobet continues his critical notes on Van Herwerden's edition of Thucydides. 
The expression in II 77, I, 'iropov elvat i7rtrb rv rap6rov de&vCv eiev Triv T67tsv in 
which H. with Kriiger omits dEwv(v, Cobet emends by reading v6rr for a7r6, 
quoting II I02, 2, iaropov 7rotei v7rb roi i)6arog iv Xeet,Uyvt arpareiVEtV, V'r6 rTvo 

being often used "de impedimento quod quo minus aliquid fiat impedit." 
In II 80, 2, r7 va'v7TK 7rTeptYye-tav 7rapaCKevaaazPv9 reriv he reads -yLtvotf, 

remarking "in talibus 07 7rpS riO a7/atyv6lzeyvov ai,vraftg est necessaria," and 
quoting several passages in Thucyd. where it is used. 

In II 9I, I, 7rapeaKevadovro a01vvovolievot H. inserts dcg. On this Cobet remarks 
that though in other writers this correction would be necessary, it is not so in 
Thucyd., who frequently omits 6C in such cases: e. g. II I8, I, 7rpoaP3oXSaC 2 rape- 
UaKEVi;OV7ro 7r reiXEt rrotsa6#evot. In II 92, 6, he emends ?ofoovfiyevot ryv d7ro r7i'v 

'AOyvaioyv po7OOeEav by reading 'At7vY v, and after referring to several other places 
where a similar correction has been made by Dobree, etc., he says: 'facile est 
ubique verum discernere, namque EKc et air6 componuntur cum verbis riv 
'AfOv6v, contra 7rapa cum verbis rTiv 'AO7ivalov, and refers to VI 7r, 2, where 
both expressions occur. 

In II I02, 5, he approves of Herwerden's suggestion of 'Ar6Xoc)va for 'Arr6XXw 
in 24yerat-rov 'Awr6Zw_-Xpiaat, since it is only after v/ and yad that the forms 
'Arr6Z2o and IHoaeu& are used. 

In III 38, I, he proposes to change 7a- ijuer7pag fvyoopa6 into ra /L/z7repa 

yf~luopa, not remembering apparently that Krtiger had done the same thing 
before. The change is, however, unnecessary. So in III 40, 7, he conjectures 
r7re for 7ror7, which has been suggested by Kruiger and Classen. 

On III 84, which he agrees with all the commentators in regarding as 
spurious, he says: 'non pr-emam suispicionem quae mihi haec saepius consid- 
eranti in mentem venit. Suspicor esse locum Philisti, quem imitatorem Thucy- 
didis et 'paene pusillumn Tzucydidenm' scimus fuisse. In aliquo vetusto codice 
locus ob argumenti quandam similitudinem in margine adscriptus videtur irrep- 
sisse in codices nostros, quos satis constat omnes ex uno fonte fluxisse." 

Following Cobet's article, which occupies 32 pages, is another of 35 pages by 
Herwerden himself on passages in the sixth and eighth books of Thucydides. 
In these he suggests a large number of corrections of the text, many of which, 
though certainly not all, he will introduce into his forthcoming edition of these 
books. He seems in some cases to be unduly reticent of his own opinion. For 
example, in his second note, VI 2, 5, 6, he makes merry over the conjecture of 
Wolfflin, accepted by Classen, that the employmeiit by Thucydides in that 
passage of the forms f3oppar and Evmeev, instead of fopEag and VeVKa, which he 
has in all other places, was due to his following there, not only in his facts but 
his forms, the authority of Antiochus of Syracuse: "cuius ;tKteuItfrst avyypa0q 
excerpta ab ipso tanquam a puero in lutdo litterario effecit ut vir gravissimus sui 
sermonis ita turpiter oblitus sit, ut insolitis vocabulorum formis in hac operis 
parte uteretur." But Herwerden offers no explanation himself of the anomaly. 
Again, in commenting on the chapters which give the account of the overthrow 
of the Pisistratidae he enlarges at considerable length on the apparent incon- 
sistency of Thucydides in laboring to prove that Hipparchus was not r7pavvoc 
at the time of his assassination, and yet speaking of him in another passage as 
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if he were so; and yet he offers no explanation, as Classen does, of the phe- 
nomenon. In connection with this topic he mentions the recent recovery of 
the inscription quoted by Thucydides (c. 54) as occurring on the altar of Apollo 
in the Pythion, which was erected by Pisistratus, son of Hippias. This, Thucy- 
dides says, was still legible though davdpolk paypataatv. But it has been recently 
found "scriptum ita ut facillime adhuc legi possit," whence H. infers that it 
must have been retouched perhaps in Roman times; though, he adds, A. Kirch- 
hoff does not think so. Another example of his candor is found in this: that 
whereas in his note on VI 4, 6, he says incidentally of the word ~vitufiK rv "' con- 
stans veterum titulorum orthographia postulat fv/IzEiK7sov," when he comes to 
VIII 102 and has occasion to transcribe the word vTrouti5avreg he observes 
" iniuria supra VI 4, 6, sollicitavi orthographiam fvtltiK7rov. Cf. C. I. A. I p. 93, 
Col. A, I sq." 

These two articles, though they contain much that is acute and instructive, 
have very little which would be found interesting apart from the particular 
passages which are made the subject of comment. 

The next article of 19 pages is also by Cobet, and contains remarks critical 
and explanatory on the letters of Cicero ad Familiares and ad Atticum. One or 
two specimens may be quoted. On ad Att. VI i, I, he refers to the opinion of 
E. Desjardins in the Revue de Philologie, which was noted on p. 8r of this 
Journal, that the oppidulum quod versu dicere non est of Horace's fifth Satire was 
Asculum Apulum and not, as is commonly supposed, Equus Tuticus " car cette 
derniere ne se trouvait pas sur sa route." After pointing out that Ascultctn 
could be introduced into the Hexameter either by elision of the final syllable 
or by syncopation (as it is found in Silius Italicus), Cobet shows from a passage 
in this letter that Desjardins' assumption that travelers to Brundisium would 
not pass through Equus Tuticus is unwarranted ; for Cicero writes to Atticus, 
who had jtnst gone from Rome to Epirus through Brundisium : (litteras accepi) 
omnes fere quas commezoras praeter eas, quas scribis LentuZii pueris et Equo Tutico 
et Brundisio datas. 

Some of his emendations are quite convincing. For instance, he quotes from 
ad Att. IV I5, 8, 'sed ad te-tota comitia perscribam; quae si, ut putantur, 
gratuita fuerint, plus unus Cato potuerit quam omnes QUIDEM iudices.' On this 
he says: eodem tempore de eadem re scripsit ad Quintum fratrem II, I5, 4, 

'quae quidem comitia si gratuita fuerint, ut putantur, plus unus CATO Fuerit 

quam omnes leges omnesque indices.' Uterque locus ex altero certa correc- 
tione emendari potest. Ad Atticum scripserat: ' plus unus Cato potuerit quam 
omnes LEGES OMNESQUE iudices': et ad fratrem: 'plus unus Cato POTuerit quam 
omnes leges omnesque iudices.' He does not always, however, take pains to 
see whether his corrections may not have been anticipated by others, as has 
been before remarked in these reports. For example, on ad Att. IX o1, 3, he 

proposes obLEctabat for obTENtabat, which is already in the notes; and he com- 

plains (ad Att. XIII 31, 2) that an emendation of Lambinus, KEKPIKA for 
KEKIBIKA 'spernitur'; but it is in the text of Nobbe. 

An article follows of 29 pages by C. M. Francken on the oration of Cicero 

pro Caelio, which is well worth the close attention of all who are studying the 

speech. 
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H. T. Karsten offers a probable emendation of the exceedingly corrupt 
passage of Seneca, Controv. II 7, 9. 

The last two pages of this number are filled by Cobet with some corrections 
of the text of Galen, and one of Lucian, Piscat. c. 21, which he proposes to emend 
by reading E/y e rd iv wrov KpaTov Cevov idg Kcat MIAI trrtiovg 'atv al y; tatva, V 

Trpoaficaa ir7v cavr7? aGCe pIe. " Namque sic demum Philosophia irpoaOeiaa rTV 

iavr71; i/f,ov reum servabat, qui iaow r7v Orboiv yevot.'vwv absolvebatur." 

C. D. MORRIS. 

ARCHAOLOGISCHE ZEITUNG, XXXVIIth year (I879), fourth number. 

This number contains articles by Brunn, Furtwangier, Michaelis, Engelmann, 
Weil and Gardner, reports on the Pergamum and Olympia excavations, and a 
record of inscriptions from Olympia. There are four plates (I 3-16). Dr. Brunn's 
paper on the Laocoon is written in order to bring before the public the views 
of the late K. B. Stark, who was overtaken by death before he had fully worked 
over the materials which he had gathered. It appears that Stark had been 
much impressed by the remarks upon the Laocoon in Goethe's 'Wahrheit und 
Dichtung'-at the end of the eleventh book-and still more by the more elabo- 
rated comments found in the Propylaea. The important passage is as follows: 
"There is" (in the action) "only one moment of intensest interest: where one 
figure is made defenceless by the coils that envelop it, where the second, though 
still able to defend itself, is mortally wounded, while there is still hope of escape 
for the third." Goethe does not declare that the eldest son (on the right as you 
face the group) must actually escape, but this it is argued may safely be con- 
cluded from the slight hold which the serpent has upon him and from his 
position, "half turned away from his father." The worst that can befall him 
in making good his escape is to have his right arm broken. Stark claimed that 
this was true, and moreover, that in so representing one of the sons, the artists 
only followed an old version of the catastrophe. The authority upon which he 
mainly depends is Arctinus in the 'Sack of Troy,' as reported rather freely 
by Proclus: 'v avr de6 TOVrG) J6vo (paovreKf trrtavtvrecv rov re AaoKcovr-a Kcat rov 

r e p o v riv Traisov d(a?Oeipovatv, Chrestomathy, p. 460, ed. Gaisford. 

There are two articles by Michaelis; in the first one he deals with various 
plastic representations of Eros. A curious group in the collections at Doughty 
House, Richmond, is his starting-point. The group represents the child Eros, 
without wings, standing on tip-toe and reaching upward to pluck grapes from 
thick leafage which is above and behind him. Among these leaves is a smaller 
Eros and a Satyr, and behind the principal figure stands Pan at the base of the 
vine. The workmanship is coarse and probably of late Roman times. After 
comparing various similar figures of Eros with this one, and establishing the 
frequent representation of Eros plucking grapes in Greek sculpture, Michaelis 
asserts that the Borghese Eros (of the Louvre collection) must be added to the 
list of such representations. He rejects the previous attempts to explain it as 
' Eros chasing a butterfly' and ' Eros playing ball.' Stark's application to this 
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statue of Callistratus' description of an Eros by Praxiteles is also rejected. 
Michaelis claims that Callistratus' words are solely applicable to the too-much 
restored Chigi Eros of the Dresden collection. 

In his second article Michaelis deals with the " metrological bas-relief" among 
the Arundel marbles at Oxford, reproduced in the Annali I874, plate 9, and 
assigned to the first half of the fifth century B. C. Vertue's catalogue describes 
it as follows: "A pediment in which there is in basso-relievo the figure of a 
man as big as the life, with his arms extended as if he was crucified, but no lower 
than about his paps is seen, the cornice cutting him off, as it were: and this 
extension of his arms is called a Grecian measure, and over his right arm is a 
Grecian foot." This relief has been generally interpreted as a record of the 
Greek fathom and foot. See Liddell and Scott under bpyvtd. Dr. Michaelis 
measured, the outstretched arms and the foot with the greatest care, and finding 
unexpected results, submitted his measurements to Hultsche, noting at the same 
time that the marble of the relief must have come from Asia Minor or one of the 

adjacent islands. The Samian foot measures 0.315 m. and the Athenian foot 
0.308 m. The difficulty lies in the fact that the foot represented in the relief 
measures only 0.259 m., much less than the Samian foot-though the relief 

probably came from Asia Minor-and less even than the Attic foot. Strangely 
enough, the length of the Roman foot, 0.2597 m., varies only slightly from the one 

upon the relief. hut what had a Greek in the first half of the fifth century B. C. 
to do with the Roman foot? Dr. Hultsche unravels the mystery by declaring 
that this relief does not represent measures of length at all, but is simply an 
artist's modulus. The foot measures just one-seventh of the distance from 

finger-end to finger-end of the outstretched arms-which measures the height 
of a man--and thus the relief records the normal proportion between the length 
of a man's foot and his height. 

Furtwangler discusses four bronze figures found at Olympia, which bear 
unmistakable marks of their Phoenician origin, since they resemble the common 

Assyrian representation of the god Assur; these bronzes were riveted to caul- 
drons of the same metal, and were used to hang them up by. 

Then follow three controversial articles, the first on the interpretation of 
artists' names inscribed upon vases, the second (which is in English) main- 
tains that 4dvoc stands for the genitive form adveog in an inscription upon 
an electrum coin found in Asia Minor (Halicarnassus), and finally in the third 
there is a long argument, with which the editor in a note at the end finds some 
fault, by which Engelmann strives to prove that the subject of two much dis- 
cussed vase-paintings is the struggle between Herakles and Erginus. 

A short account of the excavations at Pergamum calls attention to the modern 

spirit of the great works just found there, and to the light thrown by them upon 
the unsettled question as to the date of the Laocoon. Then follow the descrip- 
tion of a statue discovered at Gaza and a report of the various celebrations in 
honor of Winckelmann. In the 37th report on the excavations at Olympia, 
which comes next, is the following summary of the number of things discovered 

during the four winters beginning with 1875-76:- 
1328 sculptures, 7464 bronzes, 2094 terra cottas, 696 inscriptions and 3035 

coins. 
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Of all the inscriptions unearthed at Olympia a very complete record has been 
made in this periodical from the first. 

In the 38th report from Olympia is an account of the discovery of the head 
of the Nike of Paionios. Unfortunately, the face is gone. The inscriptions 
from Olympia in this number (326-333) throw light upon the practice of 
repeating inscriptions in some place more fully in view when, through any 
change in its surroundings, the original was hidden. The following hexameter, 

IlEitaiot 2:7repXEtiv diuivuovo' e'ivCKa /oZi7rT?g. 027r avy' (233 A. D.) 

was inscribed upon a pedestal found December 27, I879. It probably refers to 
the contests in music, which as shown by other inscriptions (see No. 261) 
became a regular part of the Olympian games in Roman times. 

The first number for I880 contains eight plates (I-8) of exceptional beauty 
and interest, notably I and 8. 

The articles are by Conze, Michaelis, Brunn, Htibner, Petersen, Ernst Curtius 
and Th. Mommsen. 

Conze discusses twenty-three votive offerings, more than half of them from 
Attica and the rest from Boeotia, Asia Minor, the islands of the Archipelago, or 
from unknown places. They all are bas-reliefs representing in most cases cer- 
tainly and in all probably the mother of the gods (Cybele) as the central figure. 
At her side stands a god in the attitude and with the attributes of an ohvo6ooS. 
Heretofore the central figure has been in some of the reliefs called Hecate, 
while the wine-pourer has been explained commonly as Attis. The attributes 
of the great goddess, which are unmistakably given in most cases, are pointed 
out to prove that all these bas-reliefs represent that goddess, while the olvox6oo, 
since he never has the Asiatic costume appropriate to Attis and sometimes 
holds the KqpV'beKOV, while in many cases he is of the same stature with the 

goddess, cannot be Attis and must be a divinity. Hence the god Kadmilos is 
the one represented; for Kadmilos in Samothrace was closely connected with 
the worship of the mother of the gods, and was elsewhere identified with 
Hermes. Hermes, as the god of the wind, brought rain, and with it fertility, 
hence he is appropriately represented as the giver of wine to the divinity who is 
mother of the gods and giver of increase to all. This connection of Hermes 
and Cybele and the offering of these votive offerings belonged'to the earlier 
and less corrupt form of the worship of the great goddess, as is made plain by 
the early date of most of these votive bas-reliefs. 

The next paper is by Michaelis, and is mainly devoted to examining all the 
inscriptions attributing the Medicean Venus to the Athenian Cleomenes, son of 
Apollodorus. They are all classed by Michaelis among the ingenious forgeries 
of which in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries so many clever and learned 
Italians seem to have been guilty. The argument is as follows: No inscription 
is mentioned either by Aldovrandini, by Perrier, by Sandrart or in the official 
inventory. It was not until after the statue began to be much admired that 
Episcopus (Bisschop) about 1675 revealed the following inscription:- 

K2ecoiev Ao 6 'ATro2uaodpov 'Ati7vaZlo enroiet. 
This inscription was formerly under the statue, but has disappeared, though 

fortunately it is preserved by a cast taken for Louis XIV which is in the Louvre. 
The shape of the former pedestal is also known from this cast, and it is dis- 
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tinctly modern in shape; moreover, the omegas curved at the bottom have a very 
spurious look. The inscription now on the pedestal at Florence is plainly a 

copy of the other, and it is inserted into the pedestal, being of different mate- 

rial; however, the o in Cleomenes is corrected to o and the form erroie is 

changed to iEToieaev. The only difficulty in explaining the first inscription as a 

forgery lies in the fact that Cleomenes was not a well-known artist. Pliny (36, 33) 
mentions his group of the Thespiades (cf. Diod. Sic. 4, 29)1, and the learned 

forger must therefore have taken his cue fi-om Pliny; at all events, the father's 
name Apollodorus was pure invention if this be a case of forgery. The effect 

upon sensual observers of Cleomenes' group of the Thespiades as described 

by Pliny (36, 39) is ingeniously compared with a similar story alout the Medi- 
cean Venus told by Baldinucci. This point of resemblance, it is claimed, would 
be enough to induce the forger to pitch upon Cleomenes. 

In the next article Dr. Brunn discusses the various representations of the act 
V7rol/3diraeoOlat, and then follows an account by Hfibner of the authentic bust of 
Seneca which is in the Berlin Museum as part of a Double Herme representing 
Seneca and Socrates. Though Seneca is plainly inscribed below this head, and 

though the constant imitation of Socrates by Seneca adcds a confirmation, if any 
be required, to the authenticity of this bust, Visconti in his Iconographie 
Romaine merely gives an outline of this head, and chooses a bronze bust found 
in the library at Herculaneum as the portrait of Seneca. Htibner's article is 
accompanied by an admirable plate representing the Double llerme. and by a 
cut after a strikingly similar head upon a gem which he saw in Spain, and 
which, it was reported, had been found near Corduba, the home of Seneca's 
family. 

In the closing article of this number Dr. Theodor Mommsen, treating of 
busts accompauied by inscriptions, declares that this Double Herme at Berlin 
is undoubtedly authenticated as Seneca's portrait, and then brings us back to 
the bronze which Visconti engraved as Seneca. Comparetti, on the strength of 
an inscription which does not surely belong to it, asserts that it represents the 
consul Lucius Piso (Cicero's enemy). This attribution Mommsen sharply criti- 
cizes. The existence of other copies of this head, one with a laurel wreath, 
and the long beard which was banished from polite society in Cicero's time, 
ought, he thinks, to disprove Comparetti's theory; but he also combats the 

interpretation of the inscription on which this false attribution is based, and 
closes after correcting other errors of a less serious nature in connection with 
similar inscriptions, by strongly urgilg upon archaeologists the necessity of 
mastering epigraphy. 

Petersen gives a new interpretation of the passage in Pliny (N. H. 34, 75) 

1 The citation of Diod. Sic. 4, 29 in Mr. Dyer's report is not unnecessary, for while the heroines 
of the thirteenth labor of IHerakles ought to be sufficiently well known, yet in dictionaries and 
commentaries the Thespiades of the famous legend have been confounded with the ' T espiades 
Musae.' 'l'The article in the new Latin Dictionary simply reproduces Freund; Cic. Verr. 2, 4 2, 4 
and Plin. 36, 5, 4. 39, there cittd, refer to Herakles' The-piades who were familiar enough to the 
Romans. Cf. Sen. Trag. HIerc. 372 (leo): nenipe Thespiades vacant I brevique in illas arsit 
Alcides face. 'The number of the statues was proballly seven, as Preller suggests (Gr. Myth. II 
180 note), for the mothers of the ( '/yi/,')<o,, of Thespiae, seven of the sons having remained in 
Thespiae, two in Thebe:, while the rest joined lolaos in the colonization of Sardinia, according to 
Diod. Sic. 4, 29 above cited. B. L. G. 
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describing Canachus' statue of Apollo with a stag. He claims that the stag 
was in Apollo's hand, and argues that calx can mean 'the root of the hand' in 
this context. At the end of the article he gives some account of Myron's Satyr. 

Dr. Ernst Curtius describes a bronze statuette lately bought at Paestum, 
where it was probably found. The figure represents a canephoros and is very 
beautiful. The inscription around its base-which is an Ionic capital-is as 
follows: TaOaiva 4tI(?o' XapyzvXida &eKarav. Thus it is probable that there were 
emoluments connected with the duties of canephoros. This bronze has great 
value, as it is the only known example of the earlier representations of the 

canephoros, and serves to correct many false views about those figures. 
After a report of the additions made in 1879 to the Royal collections at Berlin 

come four reports of the excavations at Olympia. Up to January ISt the most 

important discoveries were the right foot of the Praxitelean Hermes, a few frag- 
ments from the eastern pediment of the temple of Zeus, and a very well preserved 
altar for burnt offerings. Meanwhile the whole southern part of the Palaestra 
was uncovered. During January the large Gymnasium of Olympia was reached 
and the Palaestra was more fully uncovered, also portions of the Megarian 
treasure-house with the inscription Meyapeov in the centre of the architrave. 
During February and March the liberality of the Emperor of Germany made it 

possible to increase the force at work. The head of the babe Dionysus 
(belonging to the figure held by the Praxitelean Hermes) was discovered; a 
number of metopes and fragments belonging to the pediments of the great 
temple were also found. 

The inscriptions (334-362) published in this number are particularly inter- 
esting. No. 346 chronicles four names of Eleians all of the same family, as 
winners in the races. Of these two are women: Ttiap&ra t2icarov 'H2elia 
'OAvy7rta avvwpisd re7eia and Oso66ra 'Avrtdivovg 'H.eia 'Oviy74rta apyiart rtiotKuc. 

Perhaps the most valuable inscription recorded is a very old one on a fragment 
of bronze, which the combined ingenuity of A. Kirchhoff and Georg Curtius, 
with the help of many others, has not as yet fully deciphered. It is an ancient 
Rhetra, referring not to any treaty, but simply chronicling the law regulating 
the introduction of new members into the Eleian Phratries. The form 
Fdppevop (appevog) shows an unexpected digamma, and this inscription also 
contains other interesting dialectic forms, such as paatadeg, nominative plural, 
and rtuaic, accusative plural. 

Louis DYER. 

HERMES. I880. 

No. II. H. Diels (Berlin) presents a number of emendations of passages in the 
fragments of Empedocles. Among the critical appliances employed by Diels in 
this paper are the following: the phraseology of Homer, the formal prototype 
of E.; imitations by Lucretius; references in Aristotle and elsewhere; the obser- 
vation of metrical usages in Empedocles. Diels also adds four passages 
supplementary to the present collection, condemning however as spurious the 
six lines adopted by Stein from Cramer's Anecdota. 

The next paper, by A. Breysig (Erfurt), is likewise a critical one, referring to 
Avienus' translation of Aratus' Phenomena. 
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W. Luthe discusses a number of passages in Aristotle's Metaphysics, both in 
Book A and in a, either changing the punctuation or proposing a new reading, 
or restoring the older reading prevailing before Bonitz's edition of the Meta- 
physics. He makes little use of the MSS., but employs his theory of the neces- 
sary connection of the thought as the chief organon of criticism. In the last 
four pages (pp. 207-210) Luthe discusses the tradition found as early as Alex- 
ander of Aphrodisias, that Book a is not genuine, but declares both the external 
and internal evidence to be of little value toward proving the spurious character 
of the book. 

A. Klugmann (Rome), in a letter to the eminent Latin antiquarian, Jordan 
of Konigsberg, discusses the two appendices to the description of the regiones 
of Rome. These appendices are indices of public works at Rome (coeval with 
the era of Constantine); the first according to Klaigmann being really a supple- 
ment to the description of the regiones, and the second a register. Kligmann 
dissents from Jordan mainly as to the interpretation of the order of enumeration. 
Among the classes enumerated are the following: nmontes, campi, fora, basilicae, 
thermzae, obelisci, pontes, aquae, viae, bibliothecae, naumachiae, balinea. The great 
turnpikes enumerated are 28 in number, but they include several branch roads. 
Of aquae or water conduits I8 are given; two separate ones came from the 
Arno. There are enumerated ii fora and the same number of thermae, 8 

bridges and 7 montes; the last two almost a sacred number; and it deserves 
notice that with this fixity of the number the names vary somewhat. In the 

present list old Quirinalis and Viminalis are not given, but the transtiberine 
Vaticanus and Janiculensis instead. 

Dittenberger (Halle), in his Notes on the Ionic Vowel-system, calls attention to 
a very important matter. From a study of inscriptions from Keos published 
recently by Koehler (Mittheilungen des athenischen Instituts I, p. I39 sqq.), he 
finds that the characteristic Ionian eta is expressed by H, whereas the common 
Greek eta is represented by an E. From this difference in sign which is con- 

sistent, Dittenberger infers a difference in sound. Later, it is true, from the 

beginning of the fourth century B. C., the sound (as the sign) for both etas seems 
to become uniform; in the course of this century Attic usage exerted a very 
strong influence upon the Ionic neighbors of Attica. 

H. Haupt (Wiirzburg) and V. Jagic discuss a Slavic translation of the Byzan- 
tine chronicler Joannes Malalas and its importance for the purpose of reviewing 
the present text (Bonn edition). Prof. Jagic considers the Slav manuscript in 

question which is at St. Petersburg as less weighty for critical purposes than 

Haupt assumes; in fact, he takes it to be merely an abstract. 

J. Draheim (Berlin) writes (pp. 238-243) de Iambis et Trochaeis Terentii. 

Th. Mommsen. Zur Kritik Ammians. An inscription has recently been dis- 
covered at Rome, under the Ponte San Sisto, which proves that the latter was 
dedicated in 366 or in the earlier part of 367 A. D., when Valentinianus I was 

Emperor of the West, Symmachus praefectus urbi having superintended the 

work. Besides affording a valuable date for the topography of Rome, a passage 
in Ammianus Marcellinus 27, 3, 3, which was suspected, is confirmed as gen- 
uine by the inscription. 

A. Gemoll reviews and supplements Hyginus' De munitionibus castrorum 
[aestivalium]. 
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Professor Vahlen of Berlin contributes a series of critical notes under the 
title of 'Varia,' on passages in Plautus' Trinummus and Bacchides, on several 
of Ennius' fragments, Cicero De Republica, Seneca De Brevitate Vitae, Petronius. 
These discussions are very suggestive, as illustrating the method of 'conserva- 
tive criticism,' and present solid gains to exegesis; e. g. (p. 262) he discusses 
Ennius' Iphigenia in Gellius 19, 10 (p. 39 in Ribbeck's collection): 

I. Otio qui nescit uti 
e. Plus negoti habet quam cum est negotium in negotio. 
5. Otioso in otio animus nescit quid velit, 

where Vahlen, retaining negotiunm in negolio, illustrates it from Ovid, " et Venus 
in vinis ignis in igne fuit," and other analogies. Again, Horace Epist. 2, I, 75:- 

Si versus paullo concinnior unus et alter 
Iniuste totum ducit venditque poema, 

illustrating the words ducit venditque as a compact phrase of selling (slaves) from 
Terent. Eumch. I, 2, 54, and Hautontimorumenos I, I, 92. 

Johannes Schmidt (Athens), having recently examined some of the Delphian 
inscriptions (published by Wescher and Foucart, I868), offers sundry supple- 
ments. 

T. H. Mordtmann of Constantinople publishes and discusses a Roman 
inscription recently found at Charput in Armenia among the foundations of the 
church of St. Mamas, and sent by an Armenian clergyman'there to the Armenian 
patriarch at Constantinople. The inscription, on which Mommsen also remarks, 
was made about 63-64 A. D. under Nero, in the eastern campaign of Corbulo 
(Tacit. Annal. XV), who compelled the Armenian prince Tiridates to receive 
his throne as a fief of the Roman emperor. 

Th. Mommsen calls attention to the signal value of Cod. Vaticanus I9I with 
regard to the text of Ptolemy's Geography, expressing his belief that 'this Vatic'an 
MS. occupies a similar position in the criticism of Ptolemy as that of the 
Escurial in the criticism of the Antoninian Itinerarium, i. e., that the testimony 
of it alone weighs at least as much as that of all the other MSS. taken together.' 
Mommsen illustrates this by comparing quotations from the Vaticanus and from 
the Vulgate. Carl Mtiller of Gottingen, at Mommsen's request, gives a descrip- 
tion of the MS. 

The last paper of this number is by H. Leo (Bonn), Excurse zu Euripides 
Medea. (I) He discusses the chorus 824 sqq., its metrical arrangement, and the 
agreement of its subject-matter with the paintings on certain Attic vases with 
gold ornamentation. (2) Emendations on the chorus I25I sqq: for 1256 Leo 
now proposes: E/3eaorev, ieov d' aiyta ri-rvetv 06poof ; and in t266, Xdof T7rpoTrirvet 
Kael (for Kai) dvauev3q f6vog aiLeifterat; in I269 for the probably corrupt irlT 
yalav: 7rerat. (3) Comments on some points in the plot, e. g. the figure of 
Aegeus, and assumes fiom 663 sqq. that the poet conceives the latter as one of 
the Argonauts. Exegesis of 734-740. (4) A series of critical remarks on pas- 
sages from 96-2I2. 

No. III.-The Elymaeans on the Caspian Sea as noticed in Polybius and 
Ptolemy, by T. Olshausen. Olshausen suggests that these " Elymaeans" north 
of Media are essentially the race which is known to modern Orientalists as 
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Dilemites, A/eXviaiot. These Delymaeans were comparatively unknown to the 
Greek West, and so they probably received from the Greeks the name of 

Elymaeans, a people living in the highlands of Iran north of Persis, and much 
better known to the Greeks. The Dilemites, as well as their neighbors the Geli, 
were really races belonging to the nationality of the Cadusians. 

Ph. Thielmann, on Cornificius (Rhetorica ad Herennium), Grammatical and 
Critical Notes. Thielmann often makes changes by suggesting the error to 
have arisen from the pronunciation of the ' Vulgarsprache' used by the copyist 
(p. 333). Thus in II 22, 34, prae ceteris rose from an original praeceptrix, 
through the current pronunciation praecettris or praecetris. 

A. Reusch, on the Corpus Inscriptionum Atticarum II. Reusch attempts to 

supply lacunae in inscriptions and to furnish dates from certain established 

usages of language and formulas peculiar to certain periods, e. g. the addition 
of the month is a practice occurring after 337 B. C. (01. IIo, 3). Inscriptions 
before 01. II5, I (319 B. C.) do not give the patronymic of the prytane, nor do 

they mention the avu7rp6e6pot, and so material is afforded for supplementing 
lacunae with approximate certainty. 

C. A. Lehmann, in Questiones Tullianae, part IV, continues his Ciceronian 
emendations (Pro Sulla, ad Atticum, ad Familiares, Oratio cum senatui gratias 
egit, and De Domo)-16 in all. 

C. T. Neumann (Tubingen), the Extent of the Chronicle of Malalas in the 
Oxford MS. This MS. of the Byzantine historian is defective at the beginning, 
in the middle and at the end. Neumann, by counting the notation of quater- 
nions (properly eight leaves each), finds that there have been lost fol. I-8 (the 
first quaternion), and fol. 9 (the first leaf of the 2d quaternion). There are also 
now wanting two leaves, both after 321 (present number) and before 3I8. As 
for these losses, the Paris excerpta supply about two-thirds of the lost intro- 
duction. 

H. Droysen, some Epigraphic Notes. I. On the size of the letters in the 
Greek inscriptions. Arguments having been deduced from the size of letters 
to prove that a certain inscription could not have been in a certain place, H. 

Droysen points, e. g., to the Lysicrates monument at Athens, the letters of which 
are generally 0.025 M. high, the monument itself being about 9 M. above the 

ground. The accommodation of the size of letters to the exigencies of reading 
on the part of the visitor seems to have begun only in the age of the Diadochi. 

2. Regarding the history of the Greek alphabet. The Thasians [an infer- 

ence] wrote C for B and 52 for 0 about 500 B. C. 
3. Wood's discoveries of inscriptions show the Calendar of Ephesus: e. g. an 

inscription of 104 A. D. cites the following names of months: Iloaetd6v, Oapy,7- 
t6fv, 'Av5earT7ptWv, the old Ionic terms. This authentic document must cause a 

correction of the MS. Hemeralogies. 
4. On the Attic Calendar. An Eleusinian inscription recently found states 

that the archon (Eponymos) of the next year (somewhere between 454 and 432) 
should intercalate an extra Hecatombaeon month. 

F. Blass. New Fragments of an Historian, in the Egyptian Museum at Berlin. 
The material and general make-up of this interesting relic is said by Kirchhoff to 
resemble somewhat the famous papyrus containing the fragments of Hyperides. 
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A Paris expert suggests the date to have been probably not later than the second 
century A. D. Kirchhoff himself thinks the MS. is later. 0 is very small and broad, 
E is broad, B, P and 8 are very narrow, Z and 3 reach under the line. The rough 
breathing is sometimes expressed in various ways. Iota subscript is omitted. 
The only abbreviation is a for wv. As to the contents of the fragment, the first 
thing appearing is a long quotation from Solon, fr. 36 and 37 (Bergk), making 
it now quite evident that the two fragments are one passage. A number of 
valuable readings are gained from the present quotation of the Solonian passage, 
e. g. kr67 dearror7v, vulg. O7q 6. (anticipated by Bergk), KpaTi7 (acts of violence), 
vulg. KpdrTl. 

Further on an account of the ardaetc at Athens between the factions preceding 
the tyrannis of Pisistratus is given, following upon the management of Solon. 
This is preceded by a narrrative of the contest for the archonship before the 
introduction of the nine annual archons. Some new light is here thrown upon 
a subject of Attic antiquities. Of the old three ye'vq, Eupatridae, Geomori, 
Demiurgi, we find here instead of Geomori aTroiKot, i. e. those living away 
(from the city), the country people; cf. Dionys. H., Antiq. Rom. II 8. Other 
material statements of this MS. are, that the last archon of Attica elected for 
ten years was called Damasias, and that he was expelled at the end of two 
years; that the first set of nine archons were elected as follows: four from the 
noble families, three from the farmers, two from the artisans. 

Fragment II is much more defective. We gather from it the banishment of 
some one ([]oarpaKiai7, MeyaiK&. d') . . . but not of Megaeles, according to 
Blass' criticism. In 1. 12 sq. the fragment reads with Blass' emendations: 
[Kai 7wrpC]Tog sT7paKioi4q r6v [rotoTUrV avpS6v] t6Vt7r7rog 6 'Aplt[povo . 

father of Pericles, a statement found also elsewhere. There is also something 
said of the silver mines at Maroneia. The reverse of this leaf (frag. II) is also 
very defective; the narrative seems to refer to the constitutional reforms of 
Clisthenes. Blass, in summing up, suggests that Theopompus was the author, 
and that the present find is fragments from his Philippica L. io (7repi rSv 
'A vj7at d/7,uayuoySv). 

Prof. A. Kirchhoff publishes an inscription recently found at Mylasa in Caria, 
near the N. E. side of the temple of the Carian Zeus. Kirchhoff finds that the 
inscription is the supplement to C. I. Gr. No. 2693 (Boeckh). As for the struc- 
ture of the language of the decree, it may be noticed that the Fut. Ind. is used 
by the side of the Imperative third person and of the Infinitive, thus, e. g.: 
o6 7rapaXcp7acet de ov66e ?0eiouv qf6pov ... (p. 284), and again: 0 6d 7rpa4tg earat, etc. 

Mommsen reprints a decree of Commodus found as an inscription by the 
French scholar Dr. Dumartin at Suk el Khmis, on the road from Carthage to 
Bulla, the inscription having been first published in the Revue Critique, Jan. 
30, I88o. The main purpose of Mommsen's present paper is antiquarian and 
historical. The documents are interesting. There .is (i) a petition of (coloni) 
farmers on an imperial domain, the ' saltus Buronitanus,' with the rescript of the 
emperor given as a marginal subscriptio returned with the libellus. (2) The 
procurator of the emperor, residing at Carthage, receives notice of the former 
and passes it on. (3) Chrysanthus, probably in charge of the provincial 
archives, sends the decree on. (4) Andronicus receives the decree from or 
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through the two foregoing officials. Mommsen discusses at length the legal 
status of the private domains of the emperors, such as this one was; the position 
of the farmers, their rights, duties, etc.; that of the imperial conductores, against 
the undue exactions of whom the petition by the farmers in the present instance 
was directed. The conductor, as Mommsen takes it, was the chief tenant, who 
had rented the large estate in the domain, the villa. The coloni were small 
farmers, who were obliged to give six days' service per annum to the conductor. 
These specifications were due to a law of Hadrian. 

Th. Thalheim contributes critical remarks and emendations on nine passages 
in the orator Lycurgus. 

Olshausen reports on a MS. of Ptolemy, bearing at the head a picture of a 
sultan, Arslan, as O. interprets the adjoined Arabic characters. Olshausen 
now finds that the figure of the prince is intended for the sovereign of the 
Turcomans " of the white ram," a brother-in-law of Muhammed II, the Ottoman 

conqueror of Constantinople in 1453, and was intended by the sultan for Arslan, 
having been executed at the sultan's order by the Greek scholar George of 
Trebizond. 

R. Ellis, of Oxford, describes a MS. of Ovid's Ars amatoria I, apparently 
written in Wales in the latter part of the IXth century, and now in the Bodleian 

library at Oxford, and gives on four pages the readings of the Oxford MS. 

differing from Merkel's edition of I877. 
H. Tielke discusses some metrical points in Nonnus. 

Hans Wirz (Zurich) discusses fragments of Juvenal recently found at Aarau, 
the value of the MS. resembling that of the codex Pithoeanus at Montpellier. 

G. Kaibel, of Breslau, contributes Sententiarum Liber Primus. He explains 
the difficult and corrupt passage Fulgentius Mythol. III, from Ovid Met. II 

29; another passage, Euphorion's epigram 'in Naufragum,' he corrects from 

Rhianus, and comments critically and exegetically on a number of other 

passages incidental to his collection, especially from Theocritus (on pp. 451- 

457). Of more general interest is the fact to which Kaibel calls attention pp. 
458 sq., that the epitaph of Herodes Atticus proves the renewed popularity of 
the epic writer Antimachus, in accordance with the renaissance movement of 

the age of Hadrian. 

F. Gustavson (Helsingfors) speaks of some MSS. of Cicero De Finibus which 
have been somewhat underrated by Madvig. 

H. Dessau establishes a connection between the Caecilius Natalis of Cirta, 
whose name recurs so frequently in inscriptions of the year 21I-218 (time of 

Caracalla) and the Caecilius Natalis who figures as one of the interlocutors in 

the Octavianus of Minucius Felix. Thus the date of the latter work would be 

brought down to the period mentioned. E. G. SIHLER. 
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ANGLIA. Zeitschrift fir englische Philologie. Herausgegeben von R. P. 
WtjLCKER und M. TRAUTMANN. III Band, I Heft, Halle, I879; 2 und 3 
Heft, I88o. 

I.-A. Schmidt opens the first number of the third volume of the Anglia with 
a criticism of the text of 'King Lear.' Schmidt comments on the condition of 
the text of Shakespeare's plays, and the custom in England of forming an 
eclectic text from the quartos and the folio, states that ' the only serious 
attempts to go to the bottom of the matter have been made in Germany,' 
ascribes the origin of the quartos to copies made by rapid writers at the repre- 
sentation of the plays, sets out to prove this in the case of' one of the so-called 
authentic quartos,' and says that its variations, in comparison with the folio 
text, deserve no consideration, except where they are corrections of manifest 
misprints. These positions are sustained as follows: I. The quartos know no 
difference between prose and verse; 2. Many mistakes of the quartos prove that 
they were caused by false hearing, not false reading; 3. A few attempts at 
emendation show plainly the way in which the quarto editors formed their text; 
4. The involuntary use of interjections by the actors is seen in these copies, 
even where they destroy the verse; 5. The peculiar kind of omissions found in 
the quartos. While noticing the preference of Delius for the folio text, Schmidt 
charges him with inconsistency in taking up quarto readings which he had 
formerly rejected. Schmidt examines finally a number of passages in which 
recent editors have preferred the quarto readings, and earnestly defends the 
higher authority of the folio. 

J. Zupitza supplies corrections to Anglia I 5, I95 and 286, and gives the 
beginning of a MS. of Caius College, Cambridge (No. 234), which is a here- 
tofore unknown fragment of the 'Ancren Riwle,' and belongs to the I3th 
century. 

O. Schoepke closes his examination of Dryden's Paraphrase of Chaucer's 
Poems, considering-3. The Flower and the Leaf, though acknowledging that 
the original can no longer be regarded as Chaucer's work; 4. The Wife of 
Bath's Tale; and 5. The Character of a Good Parson, enlarged from Chaucer's 
happy touches in the Prologue. Schoepke finds, as before, that Dryden worked 
with great freedom, made changes here and there, omitted much, and treated 
much at greater length than the originals, introducing many new thoughts. So 
patent a result seems hardly worth the trouble of the investigation. 

H. Varnhagen continues his contributions to Middle-English Poems, and 
prints for the first time from the Digby MS. 86-IV. The Sayings of St. Ber- 
nard, heretofore printed by Wright, and later by B6ddeker, from Harl. MS. 
2253, and by Horstmann from Laud MS. Io8. He also notes-V. that the first 
verse of' Long Life' is found cited in the Kentish translation of the Homilies 
of Maurice de Sully. 

W. Sattler continues his examples of the Use of Prepositions with-VI. to be 
at home and to be home. 

H. Krebs refers to his communication on The Anglo-Saxon Translation of 
the Dialogues of Pope Gregory (Anglia II 65), and gives here the text of the 
Preface from the Cotton MS., which is closely related to the Cambridge MS., 
but the Hatton MS. shows an independent text. 
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H. Gering has an article on 'Beowulf and the Icelandic Grettissaga,' which 
develops more fully the view of G. Vigfisson, in the Prolegomena to his edition 
of the 'Sturlunga Saga,' repeated in his 'Icelandic Prose Reader,' that the myth 
of Beowulf's fight with the water-demons was known to the Scandinavians, and 
that in the Grettissaga this myth is found in a form which has the most striking 
similarity to the representation in Beowulf, even to minute details. Gering 
pronounces this 'eine hochwichtige entdeckung,' and gives with sufficient full- 
ness the history of Grettir. the real personage (996-I03I A. D.), and a transla- 
tion of those chapters of the saga which narrate his contests with the water- 
spirits. He wonders that the connection between Beowulf and Grettir has 

escaped Grimm, Thorkelin, Grundtvig and the English scholars, and remarks, 
' Es gibt eben auch in der wissenschaft " Columbuseier."' While the resem- 
blances in general are striking and cannot be denied, the differences are so 
numerous, and so material for the supposition of a necessary connection between 
the two stories, that Gering's assertion, 'the idea of an accidental similarity is 

absolutely excluded,' is hardly substantiated. 

L. Proescholdt contributes a careful Collation of the Oldest Quarto of Mar- 
lowe's Doctor Faustus, which is found in the Bodleian?library, using as a basis 

Dyce's reprint (I865) of this (1604) quarto, and comparing with it the recent 
editions of Wagner and of Ward. (See Anglia II 5I8.) 

Among so-called Contributions to the Explanation of English Authors in I. 
O. Collmann has some emendations (!) to Addison, which would better have 
been omitted in a periodical like the Anglia. Loose expressions and construc- 
tions, verging on the ungrammatical, may be found in some of the best English 
writers, and do not require a German foot-rule to determine the percentage of 
variation. 

There is more reason in II. H. Varnhagen's comments on two passages in 
'The Tempest,' but the first has the same meaning, whichever reading we 
take, and the second is hardly an example of' omitted relative.' 

R. Wiilcker does good service in reprinting from the only MS. known 

(Cotton, Vespasian D. XIV), An Anglo-Saxon Life of St. Neot. It has been 
twice printed, but in works rarely accessible, and is probably to be ascribed to 

Aelfric, although the language of this MS. is not earlier than the I2th century. 
This Life is also interesting from its notice of King Aelfred. 

O. Lohmann contributes the weightiest article to the present number, on The 
Omission of the English Relative Pronoun, with special reference to the lan- 

guage of Shakespeare. After noticing what others have written on this subject, 
Schmitz, Maetzner, Koch, Fiedler and Sachs, Grimm, Steinthal, Tobler, Kol- 

bing, and especially Flebbe in Herrig's Archiv, LX 85,' The elliptical relative 
sentence in English,' Lohmann makes the statement that the less frequent 
omission of the relative in Anglo-Saxon than in the later language is due to the 
influence of the Norman-French, which affected especially the order of words 
in English, and this influenced greatly the form of the relative sentence. He 
examines fully and carefully the use of the relative in Anglo-Saxon, citing 
numerous examples, and pronounces it a difficult question to decide whether in 
certain examples the relative or demonstrative is omitted, for authorities differ. 
He finds the origin of the so-called elliptical relative sentences in the greater 



fullness of inflexion in Anglo-Saxon, and the omission is restricted to the sub- 
ject in the earliest period; its wider extension is due, as stated, to the Norman- 
French. Examples from Chaucer are cited to sustain this view; the ellipsis 
was favored by the common form of the pronoun and conjunction that, which 
usurped the place of the relative pe (the). A careful examination is made of 
Shakespeare's language in respect to the omission of both the nominative and 
accusative, the latter most frequently, and that is the pronoun omitted, not the 
relative derived from the interrogative. This omission is due to Shakespeare's 
striving for conciseness, and is found much less frequently in Bacon. In the 
later language the ellipsis, especially of the nominative, is much more restricted, 
and some writers declare themselves against its omission in the accusative, but 
Lohmann rightly rejects this view and agrees with Abbott that 'that, when an 
object, may be omitted, wherever the antecedent and subject of the relative 
sentence are brought into juxtaposition by the omission.' This article deserves 
the attention of all English grammarians. 

H. Sweet has some useful contributions to English etymology in-I. Dis- 
guised Compounds in Old English, namely, fultum, sulung, Idttedw, ldredw, 
intinga, and Remarks on the preterite of cuman; and II. English Etymologies, 
left (as adjective), and bless, the former being A. S. lyft=inanis, hence left hand 
='weak or useless' hand; and the latter, A. S. bletsian, derived from bldd, 
hence originally 'to redden with blood,' and so to consecrate the altar by 
sprinkling with blood. 

R. P. Walcker has a short obituary notice of H. Leo, died 1878, and a cor- 
rection to Anglia II 44I, on the discovery of the Codex Vercellensis by Blume 
in 1822. 

In the Book Notices R. P. WUlcker reports on Kolbing's Englische Studien, 
I 2 and 3, 1877, and II I, 1878; J. Koch continues his notice of the Latest 
Publications of the Chaucer Society, 1877 and 1878; and L. Proescholdt reviews 
R. Prolss's edition of Shakespeare's Dramatic Works, Vols. I and II, Leipzig, 
I878, including Romeo and Juliet, Much Ado, Julius Caesar, Merchant of 
Venice, Richard II and Hamlet. 

M. Trautmann closes this number with a Notice of some School-books and 
Remarks on the r-sounds, said school-books being A. Wittstock's Einfuhrung 
in die Englische Sprache, Leipzig, 1878; C. Deutschbein's Theoretisch-prak- 
tische Lehrgang der englischen Sprache, 4te Auflage, Cothen, 1878; and W. 
Victor's Englische Schulgrammatik. I. Formenlehre. Leipzig, I879. Traut- 
mann finds fault with the insufficiency of what these writers have to say about 
the English r-sounds, though praising in general the Phonology of Victor's 
Grammar, and enters into a very full'discussion of the r-sounds, of which lack 
of space forbids further notice. 

II.-H. Wood contributes the first article, written in English, on Chaucer's 
Influence upon James I of Scotland as Poet. The article shows study. The 
author has carefully compared the King's Quair with Chaucer's poems, including 
both the genuine and the spurious, which would better have been separated, for 
coincidences with the latter add nothing to the argument, but some of his 
deductions seem strained. That King James had read both Chaucer and 
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Gower is manifest, from his calling them 'my maisteris dere' (quoted Anglia, 
p. 259), but it seems rather far-fetched to consider as proofs of borrowing such 

poetical commonplaces as calling the moon Cynthia and speaking of her golden 
tresses, taking up a book on account of sleeplessness, allusions to Fortune's 
wheel, tossing on the ocean, and invoking the Muses, references to the con- 
stellations, even when specific, and to the Fates. The garden scene (K. Q. II 

ii) may show a conscious remembrance of the Knight's Tale, 175 et seq. 
(Anglia, pp. 236-7), and King James had certainly read the Assembly of Foules 

(pp. 253-4), but it is not necessary to assume that all similar expressions or ideas 
are direct borrowings from Chaucer by the royal poet. 

F. Kluge examines the relations between Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar and 
Mantuan's Eclogues, part of a lecture delivered in the English Seminary at 

Strasburg, which showed the dependence of Spenser on Virgil's Eclogues. 
E. K., who wrote the letter to Harvey prefixed to the Shepherd's Calendar, 
mentioned the Carmelite monk Johannes Baptista Mantuanus, but did not show 

sufficiently Spenser's dependence upon him. The result of Kluge's investiga- 
tion is that Mantuan was the model for the moral-satiric Eclogues, Virgil for 
the elegiac and erotic. 

H. Varnhagen continues his texts of Middle-English Poems with-VI. Le 

regret de Maximian, from MS. Digby 86, a better text than Harl. 2253, printed 
in Reliquiae Antiquae, and by B6ddeker, whose views Varnhagen com- 

bats; and with VII. The Sayings of St. Bernard (see IV), from the Vernon MS. 
and the Auchinleck MS., the latter only a fragment and already printed by 
the Abbotsford Club, 1857. These texts vary from each other and from 
the rest. 

The chief article of this number is C. Horstmann's texts of the Prose-legends 
I. Caxton's edition of the Legend of St. Wenefrede, from the copy in Lambeth 

library, printed 1485 (?) But three copies of Caxton's edition exist-this one, 
one in the British Museum, and one in possession of Earl Dysart. St. Wene- 

frede, beheaded in the 7th century, was very popular in the I4th and I5th cen- 

turies, and in the beginning of the I5th century John Mirkus, of Lilleshul in 

Shropshire, narrated her life in his book ' The Festiall,' but this version seems 
to have been unknown to Caxton, who printed from a later MS. This ' Sermon 
on St. Wenefrede' from 'The Festiall' is also given by Horstmann. Then 
follow-II. Fifteen Legends of the Virgin; III. St. Dorothea, and IV. St. 

Jerome, all from a MS. in the Lambeth library. 

J. Phelan, in his Reply to Mr. Furnivall's Couple of Protests, defends him- 
self against Mr. Furnivall's strictures (Anglia II 504), the most serious of which 
was that he had rolled three Arthur Massingers into one. Mr. Phelan shows 
that it is at least probable that they were the same, the only argument advanced 

by Mr. Furnivall against this view being that 'these names occur in different 

places.' Mr. Phelan objects with good ground to the tone of Mr. Furnivall's 
criticisms. Pity 'tis that the odium philologicum bids fair to equal in tone 
the odium theologicum. 

J. Zupitza has some Brief Notes on-I. Andreas, 145; 2. Andreas, 483; 
3. Alfred's Proverbs, ed. Morris, 118, 264, and Hending, ed. Boddeker, 293, 
133; 4. Chaucer, C. T. Prologue, 52; 5. Chaucer, C. T. Prologue, I69; and 6. 
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A supposed misprint in his Uebungsbuch XXIV IIo, attributed to him by 
Kolbing II 283. 

Under 'Bemerkungen und Nachtraege'-I. W. Sattler on Lohmann's 
English Relative Pronouns (Anglia III I, II5) supplies additional examples of 
the omission of the relative in modern writers, and takes exception to Loh- 
mann's remark on the rare omission of the nominative in writers of the present 
day, but it is noteworthy that nearly all of Sattler's examples occur in sentences 
with 'it is,' 'there is,' and their variations, which permit conciseness in speech, 
and outside of these Lohmann's remark is quite true. 2. J. Zupitza, on Middle- 
English k for t?, thinks it merely a misprint (or miswriting) in all of Strat- 
mann's examples (EnglischeStudien III I4). Why not? since modern printers 
frequently putp for p (thorn) and even for p (wen). 3. H. Varnhagen suggests 
for the etymology of catch, F. cacher, hence cachen, confused with chacen, 0. F. 
chacier, rather than as Skeat and others, q. v. 4. M. Trautmann, on the 
Northumbrian r, corrects a statement made in Anglia III I, 215, that this 
sound is spreading. Dr. J. A. H. Murray and another writer have informed 
him otherwise. 

In the Book Notices R. Kohler reports on the Publications of the Folk-lore 
Society, I, n. d., which was established in I878. G. Schleich reviews at some 
length J. Nehab's Gittingen Doctor-dissertation entitled ' The Old-English 
Cato,' a translation and paraphrase of the Disticha Catonis, Berlin, I879. Miss 
L. T. Smith notices Arber's English Garner, Vols. I, II, London, 1877, 1879; 
and H. Varnhagen certain Spanish prose texts, entitled 'Dos Obras Didacticas 
y dos Leyendas sacadas de manuscritas de la Biblioteca del Escorial,' Madrid, 
1878, published by the Society of Spanish Bibliophiles and edited by H. Knust. 
Varnhagen notices it here because Knust's statements about the Middle-English 
versions of the second story, the Legend of Placidas Eustachius (St. Eustache), 
are incomplete. R. P. Wiilcker reviews briefly G. Schleich's Berlin Doctor- 
dissertation, entitled 'Prolegomena ad carmen de Rolando Anglicum,' Burg, 
I879. L. Pl'oescholdt discusses E. Hermann's 'Shakespeare the Polemic,' 
Erlangen, London and New York, I879, the polemical passages being found 
in M. N. D. and Tempest; and M. Trautmann notices F. A. Leo's 'Four 
Chapters of North's Plutarch,' London and Strasburg, 1878. This number 
closes with Mr. Furnivall's Prospectus of the Epinal MS. Facsimile,the oldest 
Anglo-Saxon document, being of the 7th century, and Miss Smith's of the Phi- 
lological Society's New English Dictionary, of which Dr. J. A. H. Murray is the 
editor, who wants help; address Mill Hill, Middlesex, N. W., England. 

III.-H. Varnhagen continues his contributions to Middle-English Poems 
with-VIII, Lay le Freine, from the Auchinleck MS., heretofore published by 
Ellis and by Weber. Varnhagen says the original dialect is not determined, 
but from the evidence of forms we should not go far wrong, I think, in placing 
it near the southern border of the East-Midland district. He also prints from 
a MS. lately rediscovered by Professor Zupitza in the Worcester Library- 
IX, A Fragment of the twelfth century, consisting of twenty-two lines, first 
printed by Sir T. Phillips in his Fragments of Aelfric's Grammar. The con- 
tents of the original are uncertain; some of the scholars of England, as Beda, 
Aelfric and certain bishops, are mentioned in the fragment. 
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P. Hennig contributes the longest article, over sixty pages, on the Relation 
of Robert Southey to Lord Byron. The first half is taken up with an account 
of Southey's life, and the second investigates the quarrel between the two. 
The author thinks that justice requires that this matter should be made clear to 

posterity, because Southey is now known more through Byron's attacks than 

through his own works. This is hardly the case, but if Southey needed vindi- 
cation he has received it. Certainly Byron does not appear in a creditable 

light, but the author thinks posterity should not complain, as Byron's Vision of 

Judgment was one of the fruits of the quarrel. 
H. Gaebler supplies the weightiest article, on The Authorship of the Anglo- 

Saxon Poem of the Phoenix, another contribution to the Cynewulf-question. 
After a resume of recent work on Cynewulf, Gaebler states the grounds on 
which Dietrich assigned the Phoenix to Cynewulf, and rightly thinks they were 
too slight to furnish decisive proof; so he sets himself to solve the question, and 
treats first of the source of the poem, comparing carefully the Latin poem De 
Phoenice of the sixth century, ascribed to Lactantius, with the A. S. Phoenix. 
The Phoenix contains 677 verses, the first 380 of which are enlarged from this 
Latin poem of I70 verses; the remainder is a Christian allegory not contained 
in the Latin. A comparison of the way in which the author deals with his 

original and Cynewulf's treatment of his sources, leads to the conclusion that 
we cannot deny the poem to Cynewulf on this ground. It should be added 
that only the acknowledged genuine poems of Cynewulf are used in the com- 

parison. An examination of the verse and language follows next. As to the 
former, two points are presented, Cynewulf's preference for grammatical allit- 
eration and his use of intentional rime, both of which are found in the Phoenix. 
As to the latter, a careful study of the words and phrases is made, for on these 
the chief weight is laid in the proof of authorship. Many words are found in 
the Phoenix and in Cynewulf which either do not occur elsewhere or occur 

proportionately seldom; this applies especially to compounds. The study of 
the phraseology also shows many expressions common to Cynewulf and the 
Phoenix. The result of this examination, then, makes it probable that Cyne- 
wulf wrote the Phoenix. A study of the allegorical portion of the Phoenix 
increases this probability. A passage of Ambrosius furnishes the basis for the 
Christian allegory; also one in Beda. An examination of the representation of 
the last judgment in the Phoenix and in the Christ and the Helena enables us 
even to determine the place of the Phoenix among Cynewulf's works, namely, 
soon after the Christ and before the Helena. 

J. Zupitza furnishes the results of his collation of the two MSS. of Salomon 
and Saturn with Schipper's text in the Germania, XXII 50, and Sweet's cor- 
rections of Kemble's text given in the Anglia, I I50. He also supplies the 
Latin text of a receipt for money dated Oct. 2, 1446, in which Lydgate's name 

appears. 
H. Varnhagen continues his Middle-English Poems with-X, two texts of the 

Signa ante Judicium, one from MS. Camb. Univ., Ff. II 38, and the other from 
MS. Cott. Calig., A II. The texts vary considerably from each other, but which 
is the older is not determined. 

F. H. Stratmann gives many examples of the Paragogic n in Layamon, and 
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concludes that n was dropped from or added to the end of a word at will, and 
that an assumption of false n-stems is not to be thought of. 

In the Book Notices J. Koch contributes an appreciative notice of A. W. 
Ward's Chaucer in the English Men of Letters series (London, I879). He 
rightly thinks that Ward should not have modernized the spelling in his quota- 
tions, and sums up his opinion of the work as a whole that, while it has little 
significance for 'science,' it will certainly accomplish its object in wider circles, 
and scholars should be thankful that the latest results have been popularized in 
so excellent and concise a view. 

L. Proescholdt notices K. Elze's Notes on Elizabethan Dramatists (Halle, 
I880); D. Asher, Dr. Ingleby's Shakespeare's Centurie of Prayse, second edition, 
revised with many additions by Lucy Toulmin-Smith (New Shakspere Society, 
Series IV, No. 2); and F. G. Wershoven's Technical Vocabulary, English and 
German (Leipzig, I880). 

H. Varnhagen reviews at length G. Kleinert's dissertation on the Dispute 
between Body and Soul (Halle, 1880). 

M. Trautmann has a commendatory notice of Lounsbury's History of the 
English Language (New York, I879), but while approving of its plan and treat- 
ment in general, he thinks it has " much that is wrong or not to be approved" 
in particulars. As instances he cites the classification of fly with the redupli- 
cating verbs, the failure to distinguish between such verbs as sittan and brecan, 
writing the reduplicating preterites with ed, and the A. S. ea, eo=Gothic au, iu, 
as ed, e6, and assuming those to be derived from pa rather than from pds, Traut- 
mann's objection to which is certainly valid. He takes exceptions also to 
Lounsbury's division of the periods of English speech, but until the advocates 
of " Old English" are better agreed as to what it shall designate, we might as 
well hold on to "Anglo-Saxon" and " Early English." 

R. P. Wilcker reports the contents of Kolbing's English Studien, II Bd. 2 
Heft. (Heilbronn, 1879), and the volume closes with A. H. Bullen's Circular of 
his Reprints of rare Elizabethan Plays, Poems and Prose Tracts, beginning with 
the Six Plays of John Day; and F. J. Furnivall's Prospectus of his Proposed 
Edition of Shakspere in Old Spelling. Every student of Shakspere will thank 
Mr. Furnivall for undertaking this edition, and it is to be hoped that he will 
receive subscriptions enough to justify it. 

The report of the Anglia is now brought up to date, and will be continued 
as the successive numbers appear. 

JAMES M. GARNETT. 

ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MORGENLANDISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT. XXXIV 
Band (I880). 

I Heft. 

I. Zur Pehlevi Miinzkunde. Von A. D. Mordtmann. This article, treating 
of the coins of the Sassanidae, is the final account of the late Dr. Mordtmann's 
numismatic researches (others are to be found in Vols. 8, I2, I8, 19, 29, 3I of 
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the ZDMG). After giving a table of numismatic Pehlevi alphabets, it describes 
in detail the coins of a number of princes, appends tables of the weights of 
Sassanian coins and of the Sassanian dynasty, from Ardeshir I, A. D. 226, to 

Yezdegird IV, A. D. 632-651, and concludes with a reply to N6ldeke's strictures 
on the author's derivation of the ending kert in Iranian names of places (see 
ZDMG, Vol. 33). Throughout there are interesting historical notices. 

2. Short articles. H. L. Strack, in reply to Chwolson, shows that Abraham 
Firkowitsch had a sufficient motive for falsifying dates of Crimean tombstone- 

inscriptions and epigraphs, and Bible-texts (namely, to glorify the Karaite Jews, 
and save them from persecution by proving that they were not descended from 
the Palestinian Jews of Christ's time), that it was possible for him to do it, and 
that he actually did do it. C. H. Comill gives (as appendix to ZDMG 30, 454) 
a note on the monks Maximus and Dumatewos, mentioned in his publication 
of the confession of faith of Jacob Baradaeus. J. Gildemeister points out that 
the work published in I829 by Fliigel under the title " Vertrauten Gefahrten 
des Einsamen von Ettsealibi," and ascribed by him and others to an author 
Ettsealibi (El-thaalibi), is really an extract from the Anthology of Raghib, 
which was published in Kahira (Cairo) in i868. Professor Sachau, under date 
of Dec. 27, I879, gives a short account of his tour in the East, describing among 
other things a trilingual inscription at Zebed (a dedication to two saints), of 
which two of the languages were Greek and Arabic, and the third in a character 

wholly unknown to him. Theodor Aufrecht explains the strange form ydmaki 
in Kaushltakibrahmana 27, i, as a verbal form made by the diminutive ending k. 
Professor Fleischer describes a collection of Oriental silver found last year at 
the foot of the Horneboh mountain near Bautzen (Upper Lausitz), containing 
Sassanian coins, and throwing an important light on the mediaeval intercourse 
between Asia and Europe. 

Anzeigen. Dr. S. Warren's edition of the Jaina Upaniga Niray'avaliyasuttam, 
Amsterdam, I879, is noticed by H. Jacobi, who welcomes it in view of the 

small number of Jaina texts published, but regrets the numerous abbreviations, 
the insufficient treatment of the text (the reviewer gives his own views of how 

Jaina texts should be edited), and the fact that the editor had not the aid of 

commentaries. The same scholar also reviews Dr. H. Oldenberg's edition of 

the Vinayapitaka (Vol. I, the Mahavagga, London, 1879), which he characterizes 

as a very carefully prepared and valuable work; he agrees with the author in 

referring the origin of the Pali to the Dekkan coast, south of the Vindhya 
mountain-range, but dissents from his view of the date of the Buddhist sacred 

writings, holding that the connecting the Vinaya with the Council in Vesali 

brings us into a dilemma, and that sure results cannot be reached till the his- 

torical foundation, the first century after the Nirvana, is better known. To 

Ferdinand von Richthofen's "China" (Vol. I, Introductory. Berlin, 1877) A. 

von Gutschmid accords very high praise as " a work of art in the department 
of historical-geographical literature," but maintains, against the author, the 

comparatively recent date of the book Yu-kung, dissents from his view that the 

substantial identity of the moon-stations among Chinese, Indians and Arabians 

is to be explained by regarding them as the common possession derived from 

the primitive time when Indians, Chinese and Accadians (the existence of these 

last Gutschmid thinks problematical) dwelt on the two sides of the Pamir, and 
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defends, also against the author, a modified form of the common opinion that 
the name " Cina" for China came overland from a Chinese people called Tain 
(he makes it the westernmost district of China, which finally gained control 
over the whole land). There is a short notice of Count Baudissin's Studien 
zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte (Heft. I, II, Leipzig, I876, I878) by E. 
Nestle, and one by Professor Fleischer of the first volume of the Catalogue of 
the German Oriental Society (Leipzig, 1880), containing the list of printed 
books, lithographs, photographs and similar matter, lately completed by Prof. 
Miiller. 

II Heft. 

I. Ueber den arabischen Dialekt von Zanzibar. Von Franz Praetorius. 
As the main characteristics of the dialect, Praetorius states that it is the vulgar 
Arabic of the cities of Syria, Egypt and the Magreb; the accent tends towards 
the beginning of the word, a short vowel in an open syllable often falls away, 
as in the Perfect, in the Imperfect a helping vowel is inserted which gives it the 
Ethiopic form (as yeshlarbu from sharab), when suffixes are added to the Perfect 
the tone is on the last vowel of the stem, and always on the last syllable of the 
third singular feminine, suffixes to the Imperfect act as the flectional endings; 
as to pronunciation, the third letter of the alphabet =--y, and the dotted Ta is 
identical with the Dhad; the pronominal suffix of the second singular feminine 
sh, out of k, as in Hadraiiiaut and Amharic; "my father" is abui; before 
suffixes the n is retained in the dual, and sometimes in the masculine pluralis 
sanus; the Egyptian andSyrian hzaand Egyptian da, di are not found; the rel- 
ative pronoun is illedhi, not ilXi; the interrogations are min and mu; verbs middle 
and final y have lost their intransitive forms, and verbs final w are absorbed in 
the finaly class; the Imperfect has mostly a present signification, the future is 
marked by prefixed ha, sometimes by b, as in Egyptian and Syrian. The Arabic 
settlement in Zanzibar went out from Oman towards the end of the seventh 
century of our era. 

2. Kritische Bemerkungen zum "Sapiens Sapientium," in Dillmann's Chres- 
tomathia Ethiopia, p. Io8, 599. Von E. Trumpp. Gives a number of various 
readings from a MS. received by the writer from Abyssinia, with grammatical 
remarks and translations. Trumpp has a second article, Zum Brief buch, giving 
various readings to Praetorius' text of the Letter on the observance of the Sab- 
bath, which is prefixed to most copies of the theological cyclopedia entitled 
Hayemanot abawe or Faith of the Fathers. This letter, which was said to have 
descended from heaven, is held by Trumpp to have been translated in Alex- 
andria from the Arabic, and probably by the Patriarch Eutychius, 933-939. 

3. Das Kalakacarya-Kathanakam. Von Hermann Jacobi. Gives the text of 
a Prakrit recension, after the only MS., with translation and glossary. Jacobi 
thinks this older than the Sanskrit recension, and assigns as the lower limit for 
its date I428 A. D., but holds that it is not the source of all other recensions; 
the name of the author is not given. The dialect is in the main what J. has 
called Jaina Mahbarashtri, characterized by the use of the dental n, when initial 
or doubled, of the ya,ruti, and loan-forms from the Jaina Prakrit. The little 
work belongs to the class of micra, that is, it consists of prose and metrical 
parts. After stating the six parts into which it is divided, J. inquires into the 
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differences between this and the other traditions of the Jainas, and compares 
what appears to be historical in it with other sources. He holds that the lists 
of the Sthaviras rest on uncertain tradition, and that the same thing is true of 
the Jaina accounts, though these are not to be wholly rejected. The MS. used 
by him, now in the India Office Library, gives a fair text, but no helps for the 
interpretation. The book tells how the sage Kalakacarya brought about the 
overthrow of King Gardabhilla, who had carried off a nun, and how he regu- 
lated the affairs of the monks and dealt with disobedient pupils, how he had an 
interview with Indra, and finally, by abstaining from food, passed into a better 
world. 

4. The Pravargja-Ceremonie nach den Apastamba-Crauta-Suitra, mit einer 
Einleitung uber die Bedeutung derselben. Von Richard Garbe. In his intro- 
duction Garbe points out (after Weber) that the Pravargja or milk-ceremony 
was not essential to the Soma-offering, but rather the two combined presented 
the highest aim of the Indian sacrificial system, to lift the offerer up into the 
world of the gods. He holds it to have been an old Aryan ceremony; for the 
ancient Aryan people milk was the symbol of all fullness of divine favor, and, 
as it came warm from the cow, it seemed right that it should be offered warm 
to the god. For the text Garbe had four MSS. (three from the India-Office 

Library, one from the Munich Royal Library), and for the commentary two 
{one from the India Office and one from Munich), only the last dated, I786. 

M. J. de Goeje denies the correctness of the form esh-shaya'iyyun in Lane's 

Arabic-English Lexicon, under the verb sha'a 5 and elsewhere, and gives 
reasons for holding that esh-shi'iyyun alone is correct. In a letter to Professor 
Noldeke Professor W. Robertson Smith says, in criticism of Hommel's book, 
that bears, wolves and monkeys are found in the Hejaz. 

Anzeigen. Ignaz Goldziher has a very favorable notice, with dissenting and 

complementary remarks, on Dr. A. Berliner's Beitrage zum hebraischen Gram- 
matik im Talmud und Midrasch, Berlin, I879. He thinks that Dr. B. some- 
times finds grammar where there is nothing but a peculiar method of biblical 

exposition, for example, when he supposes that the Talmudists assumed the 

monosyllabic character of Hebrew roots. E. Kautzsch notices, without dis- 

senting criticism, Baer & Strack's edition of the Dikduke of Ben Asher, Leipzig, 
I879. Fleischer firnishes a long list of corrections, of orthography, text and 
translation, of Dr. Wilhelm Bacher's Muslicheddin Sa'adi's Aphorismen und 

Sinngedichte, Strassburg, I879. Th. Noldeke, Eb. Schrader and A. Weber 

reply to attacks made on them by Paul de Lagarde in the second part of his 

Symmicta, Gottingen, I88o; Weber's reply is crushing. 

III Heft. 

I. Das dritte Capitel des Vendidad. Von'Wilhelm Geiger. The special 
object of the writer is to supplement Geldner's translation of this chapter 
(Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXIV 542) by collecting what can be gotten from the tra- 
dition. He regards the chapter (with Geldner) as a conglomeration of several 
different pieces, the kernel of the whole being a list of directions how to please 
the earth-deity, of which the text contains a double recension, the first com- 

prising I-II, the second 12-13, 22-23, 34-35. The translation is accompanied 
by copious notes. 
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2. Nasir Chusran's Rusanainama oder Buch der Erleuchtung, in Text und 

Uebersetzung, nebst Noten und kritisch-biographischem Appendix. Von Prof. 
Dr. Hermann Ethe. This second part (the first appeared in ZDMG XXXIII 
645-655) treats of the nature of God, the creation of the world and man and 
human character, and shows, with its ascetic teaching, considerable ethical 
elevation and insight into life. 

3. Arabische Quellen zur Geschichte der indischen Medizin. Von August 
Muller. E. Haas, in ZDMG XXX 617-670, maintains that the Arabians knew 
nothing of the medical science of ancient India, though they may have got 
some knowledge of the later Indian medicine, which, under Greek influence, 
helped them to form their own science, and that the work called by the name 
of Sucruta is derived from earlier sources, this name being made after the Arabic 
" Sokrat" (Socrates confounded with Hippocrates); against this Weber (Ind. 
Literaturg., 2 Nachtr. 13 f) holds that there is no reason for doubting the 
statements of the Arabic chroniclers, and that the linguistic character of 
Sucruta is opposed to so low a date for the work. Miller, in order to help the 
solution of this question, examines all accessible Arabic accounts of Indian 
medicine, giving especially an annotated translation of the Twelfth Book of 
Ibn Abi Useibi'a, and of the Arabic version of Sanag's book on poisons. He 
sum? up as follows:-1. While the Fihrist is trustworthy, Useibi'a is to be used 
with great caution. 2. The Arabian citation of Indian works may suggest to 
Indologues a perfectly definite mode of critical treatment for their medical 
texts; thus it appears that works cited by the Arabians are not always the 
same as those now known by the same names (as in the case of the book 
called Sesirid). 3. It is a question how Indian medical literature came to the 
Mohammedans, whether through the Pehlevi or otherwise. 4. It appears that 
there arose a younger Arabic-Indian school of medicine, and the question 
arises as to the relations between it and the older. 

4. Die hebraische Metrik. Von Dr. G. Bickell. I. In correction and com- 
pletion of the hypothesis set forth in his Metrices Biblicae Regulae and else- 
where, Bickell here gives a list of variously constructed metrical passages in the 
Old Testament, and adds restitutions of Nahum i 2-Io and Pss. ix, x, for the 
purpose of bringing out the alphabetical arrangement of the stichoi. In the 
case of Nahum it is a very complicated and artificial system that he finds, and 
throughout his text-changes are often arbitrary. 

Professor Sachau continues the sketch of his Eastern travel, from December 
27th to his return April 26th. He met with many hindrances from famine and 
cold. The greater part of what he brings back relates to the geography of 
noitheastern Syria, the regions of the rivers Balikh and KhAbuir, Mount Masius, 
etc. He promises to make public soon his archaeological and epigraphic mate- 
rial and states that he was able to secure in Mosul and among the Nestorians 
east of the Tigris a number of Syrian MSS., among which are some written on 
parchment, tolerably old. 

Prof. Dr. G. Hoffmann writes, in reference to his Auszige aus syrischen 
Akten persischen Martyrer, that his geographical results agree surprisingly 
with those of Sir Henry Rawlinson's paper in Proceedings R. G. S., March, 
I879, and tlat his opinion that the fever of Ganzak was Gusnaspfever, not 
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Gusaspfever, is supported by the readings Gusnasp and Vesnasp in West's 
Pehlevi Texts, Oxford, I880. 

Fleischer vindicates to Julius Fiirst (Chald. Gram., Leipzig, 1835), the first 

explanation of J3)'1.3 (against a statement in W. Wright's Facsimiles of 
Ancient Manuscripts, Plate LXIV, London, I880). 

Anzeigen. Th. Noldeke contributes various readings (from a Gottingen MS. 
which agrees with the Oxford rather than with the Brit. Mus. MS.) and 

grammatical corrections to Martin's excellent edition of Bishop Severus' work 
on Syriac Metric (De la Metrique chez les Sjyriens, Abhandlungen fur die 
Kunde des Morgenlandes, VII 2), and offers explanations of some obscure pas- 
sages in Severus' crude but useful book. Fleischer gives an account of Bistani's 
Arabic Encyclopedia, now going through the press, which he regards as an 
event of world-historical importance, representing, as it does, the scientific 
union of the Orient and the Occident. The Encyclopedia is to consist of twelve 
or fifteen volumes, of which three have appeared, and is to embrace all branches 
of learning, drawing its material from eastern and western sources; it is well 

provided with indexes for the benefit of the European reader. The pieface to 
the first volume states that the Porte had promised financial aid, and that the 
Khedive of Egypt had subscribed for a thousand copies of the work. G. Th. 
Reichelt furnishes a notice of the missionary H. A. Jaschke's Tibetan and 

English Dictionary, which he represents as far superior to its predecessors in 
extent of vocabulary, in scientific character and in typography; it was printed 
at the Unger house in Berlin, and the types are such, says R., as have never 
before been seen in Asia or in Europe. Alfred von Gutschmid, in his notice 
of Noldeke's Geschichte des Artachsir, after remarking on the high scientific 
character of this the first translation of a great Pehlevi work ever attempted 
without the aid of written or oral tradition, adds that the work is a historical 

romance, and that the story of the founder of the Sasanian dynasty is the same 
as that of Cyrus as given by Ctesias-that it is, in fact, an old Persian national 

legend. Victor von Strauss announces the publication of his translation and 

exposition of the Schi-king, Heidelberg, I88o. 
C. H. ToY. 

BEITRAGE ZUR GESCHICHTE DER DEUTSCHEN SPRACHE UND LITERATUR, 

herausgegeben von PAUL und BRAUNE. VII Band. Heft I und II. 

The first article is a Leipsic dissertation, expanded until it takes up more 
than half of the first heft, on " The dialects of the old Low Saxon territory 
between the years I300 and I500, represented from original documents." It is 

inspired by Braune's treatises on Veldeke and his dialect in the " Zeitschrift 
fir deutsche Philologie," vol. IV, and " Zur Kenntnis des Frankischen " in the 

very first number of these Beitrage (I874). Braune had worked up the phon- 

ology of " Mittelfrankisch" (his name for the less definite " Niederrheinisch ") 
between I250 and I400; had shown its relation to the Low German dialects, 
and tried to define its geographical limits. Heinzel in his "Geschichte der 

niederfrankischen Geschaftssprache" (Paderborn I874) had treated very fully 
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of those Frankish dialects which are Low German and still show v for b and t 
for z. Timpel, the author of this essay, now treats of the Low Saxon group, but 
limits himself to local records and histories, and does not draw from general 
literature as Heinzel and Braune did. Tiimpel's work is very elaborate and 
formal, like all dissertations. It is divided into chapters and paragraphs, phon- 
ology, inflection; gives list of sources and records; has a table of contents, 
summary of results, two appendices and two maps. As a collection of material 
Tumpel's article has considerable value, but as he himself acknowledges, his 
work is only preparatory. His own summary of results is unsatisfactory. On 
p. 95 he says, that if we are to divide the language of our territory (between 
the Rhine and the Elbe) into dialects, we can distinguish a Northwestern, 
Southwestern, etc., and then he illustrates by maps. But who would be so 
unreasonable as to ask him to draw an exact, or even any map whatsoever of 
the Low Saxon dialects of the year 1300 A. D.? Does not the last edition of 
Kiepert's Sprachkarte Deutschlands put Cologne north of the Low German 
line ? All that the writer can claim as a geographical result of his investigations 
is, that within the last five hundred years Middle German has slightly en- 
croached upon Low German territory. Again and again the writer confesses, 
in so many words, until the living dialects of that region are investigated we 
cannot decide this question. But will not dead records keep better than living 
dialects? Unfortunately the town records of Hoya and Diepholz, Duderstadt 
and Dortmund, do not decide whether Middle Low German long and short o 
and u are capable of ' umlaut' (p. 32). Various marks occur over all vowels in 
the MSS., and it is doubtful whether they are meant to denote ' umlaut,' length 
or diphthong, or are merely copyist's whims. Upon the 'vocalnachschlag' of 
five hundred years ago Timpel cannot throw light, but he might know that this 
extraordinary phenomenon is called a diphthong nowadays. 

Paul continues his " Contributions to the history of sound-development and 
form-association," and gives five numbers more. No. 4 is a minute exposition 
of the West-Germanic consonant-lengthening or gemination, produced by a 
following j, r, ! or w. Scherer saw in this process an assimilation ofj to the pre- 
ceding consonant. Holtzmann (Altd. Gram. p. I69) showed that the geminations 
before j, r, I and wz are parallel, and Sievers explained them all by the circum- 
flex ('circumflectirende Betonung'). See these Beitrage V, p. I6I, and Sievers' 
Lautphysiologie p. I3I. Paul now treats very fully the effect of j upon the pre- 
ceding consonant, for which the material had not been collected as for r, /, w. 
He asserts the universality of the lengthening and accounts for nearly all 
exceptions. Pages 128-132 are nearly filled with footnotes on 'lautphysi- 
ologie.' It is the fashion now for philologians to go into this subject, and their 
alpha and omega is Sievers' work, which is radically wrong on the principle of 
surdness and sonancy. If Sievers sets up a 'tonlose Verschlusslenis' (= surd 
sonant stop), Paul asks, is not a ' t6nende Verschlussfortis' (= sonant surd stop) 
possible ? Of course it is. One is as possible as the other, but at the same 
time as monstrous and as absurd as the other. 

No. 5 concerning the weak preterit and participle, connects with Begemann's 
"Das schwache Praeteritum der germanischen Sprachen " 

(Berlin, 1873). B. had 
shown that the number of weak preterits without connecting vowel (i) had 
been larger in General Teutonic than in Gothic, but he had drawn wild con- 
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clusions from his discovery. Paul counts up six criteria by which the original 
lack of the connecting vowel is established and applies them to the various 
dialects. He finds that even some verbs of the second weak declension (0. H. 
G. -4n) never had a connecting vowel. The origin of the weak preterit turns 
upon the question, does the Germanic dental correspond to Parentspeech 
t or dh? In his opinion to dh, and then he solves all difficulties with the help 
of Verner's Law and form-association between preterit and participle. 

No. 6 on Gothic ai and au is mainly polemical and speculative. Holtzmann 
claimed that they were short. Brugman lately agreed with him. Kluge tried 
to refute these two and Sievers, Kluge. Paul now attacks Sievers' theory and 

proposes a new one which is in part Leo Meyer's. Who is ready with a novel 
one for Paul's ? 

No. 7 illustrates the dropping of j and w before i and u respectively. 
No. 8 adds a restriction to the Old Norse rule: no 'brechung' after v. This 

holds good only before double consonants. Before a single consonant eo became 
o: v vanished before o, hence o from veo. 

The last article is by Kogel on some Germanic dental-compounds, viz. ss and 
st. For ss he proves:-(I) that the second s is due to one of the accented suf- 
fixes -td, -tf, -ttI; (2) that the first s can never go back to a Parentspeech spirant; 
(3) ss stood in General Teutonic always between vowels, counting j and w 
vowels after a long preceding syllable. Some very good etymologies are 

brought forward, e. g., of the prefix mis- in misdeed or missetat and in misslich 
or misfar. st between vowels is due either to original s -+ t suffix, when it is 

unchangeable, or to a stop +- , e. g. in second pers. sing. pret. ind. 

Heft II. Half of it is taken up by Mogk's investigations of the Gylfaginn- 
ing. It is the second installment, dealing only with the sources of the 

Gylfaginning and its relation to the 'so-called' Edda songs. Of course a dis- 
cussion of the character and manuscripts of the elder Edda is involved. Mogk 
sides in the main points with Bugge. According to these two authorities the 
author of Gylfag. did not know a collection of songs like the Cod. Reg., but the 

Voluspa, Grimnismal and Vafthruthnismal were nevertheless his chief sources. 

Mogk's inferences as to the nature of these three songs as Snorri saw them seem 

certainly 'aus der Luft gegriffen.' Snorri tried to combine the substances of 
the three stories into one and smooth over the contradictions, but with ill success. 
On the whole he did not understand the old Edda much better than we do now. 
Some of its blindest strophes, upon which a ray of light would be so welcome, 
Snorri skipped. The other sources from which he drew for the Gylfag. were 

popular belief, Skald poetry, and his own brain. The appendix is on Ulfr 

Uggason, the famous Skald, author of the fragmentary Husdrapa, which Mogk 
finds no difficulty in reconstructing entire. 

Another very long article is on Heinrich von Morungen, by E. Gottschau. 
We did not know before that this Minnesinger was of so great importance, but 
as the writer gives in an appendix a division of the Minnesong before Walther 
into three periods based upon a nice analysis of rhyme and metre, we suppose 
this was his chief end. Gottschau locates Heinrich in Thuringia. 
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Illustrations and applications of Verner's Law are still in vogue. Noreen 
brings forward new examples in addition to Osthoff's and Paul's, showing that 
not merely consonant stems but also a- and o- stems were subject to double 
accentuations in General Teutonic. His best illustrations are hazho- haughd; 
gldso-, glazd; tdhro- taghro. Tamm has a note on Icelandic nnr and Sr. It is 
supposed by some that nn before r passed into 0; by others that nnr passed 
into ndr, into dr, into "r. Tamm denies the possibility of any such transition. 
Where &r and nnr are parallel forms, Sr is the older and nnr the later form, 
which owes its existence to the preponderance of the very frequent forms with 
nn for nth without r. ~ for nth is the rule in Anglo-Saxon and Old Saxon. 
But in Icelandic nth became Z5 only when followed by r. This is very good so 
far, but where 'Sr and nnr do not come from G. T. nth Tamm has to assume 
form-association. For macSr and lmannr he supposes G. T. manvs, Skr. manus. 
Kuhn had long ago assumed an nn for nu. 

A note by Cosijn on gethawenian defends Holtzmann's view, questioned by 
Paul, that short a, e, i are'broken' before w. Among Paul's examples was 
gethawenian, which Cosijn-shows is a vox nihili. Grein corrected 'gethawened' 
into 'gethawenod' with an infinitive 'gethawenian.' Cosijn corrects into 
' gethawaened,' which really occurs. H. C. G. BRANDT. 

ALEMANNIA. Zeitschrift fur Sprache, Litteratur und Volkskunde des Elsasses, 
Oberrheins und Schwabens, herausgegeben von DR. A. BIRLINGER. Bonn, 
i88o. VIII Band. Heft I-III. 

The contributors to this journal are few, the majority of the articles being 
by the editor and W. Crecelius. They are none the worse on that account. 
In these three numbers the contributions to folklore and literature preponder- 
ate over philological matter proper. The journal prints a great many scraps of 
literature hitherto unpublished; collects inscriptions, proverbs, phrases, poems 
and stories, all of which have their value in mythological and dialect work. 
Birlinger gives two numbers more from his commentary on Schiller's Wallen- 
stein, which, we fear, will turn out rather 'Duintzerian,' when completed. 
Exceedingly interesting are further notes to the last edition of " Des Knaben 
Wunderhorn," by Birlinger and Crecelius. "Unsere Flussnamen," by R. Buck 
(Heft II, p. 145-185), is original and valuable. The river-names of Germany, 
Gaul, Britain, Spain and Italy consist of a word-stem, generally a verbal stem 
and a derivative suffix, which is either a vowel a, i, u, but not often, or a con- 
sonant , m, n, r, s, v, c and d(t). Any vowel may connect the consonant with the 
stem, e. g., the Weser was Wis-ara, Wis-era, Wis-ora and Wis-ura. The 
meaning of the stem, even if traced to an Indo-European root, is often conjectural. 

Considering the fragmentary nature of much of the matter in the Alemannia, 
the value of the whole series will be greatly increased by the promised index to 
the eight volumes now complete. H. C. G. B. 
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ZEITSCHRIFT FOR ORTHOGRAPHIE. Unparteiisches Centralorgan fir die 

orthographische Bewegung im In- und Ausland. Unter, Mitwirkung 
namhafter Fachmanner, herausgegeben von DR. W. VIETOR. Wiesbaden, 
I88o. No. I. 

If this journal, which is to appear monthly, can maintain itself, then the 
interest in orthography is greater than we supposed. Its aim is to furnish a 
means of communication between the various movements for spelling reform in 
Germany, Holland, France, England, the United States, Scandinavia and India. 
Hence it will have an international character. Prominent scholars in all these 
countries have promised their support. It will also give original articles. 
Such is Krauter's in this number on " Schrift und Sprache" (to be continued). 

Other articles are by Sanders, Wiebe, Sayce, T. H. de Beer (in Dutch) and 
E. Raoux (in French). The English, Dutch and French articles are also given 
in German. H. C. G. B. 

ROMANIA. 

No. 32. La vie latine de Saint Honorat et Raimon Feraut. The appearance 
in 1875 of Sardou's edition of the Provengal life of Saint Honorat gave Paul 
Meyer occasion to compare the same with the Latin life of this saint, printed 
successively in I50I and I51I. The result of this examination was the convic- 
tion that the Provenqal, though bearing evidences of being a translation, could 
not have been translated from the Latin above mentioned, as there existed 
between the two so many discrepancies. One of two hypotheses would suffice 
to explain these discrepancies: either the Latin was modeled on the Provencal, 
or was an abridgment of a more ample life which Feraut had at his disposal 
(Romania V, p. 239). Meyer concluded in favor of the latter. Shortly after 
the publication of this article there appeared at Berlin a doctor's dissertation 
by S. Hosch, contesting Meyer's conclusion and defending the first hypothesis. 
Stengel in reviewing Hosch's thesis sided with Meyer (Zeitschrift f. rom. Phil. 
II, pp. 136-42). In August, I878, by a singular concidence and independently 
of each other, Messrs. Stengel and Meyer found each (the former in the Bodleian, 
the latter in the library of Trinity College, Dublin) a manuscript of the Latin 
Life of Saint Honorat. A comparison of these manuscripts with the impression 
of I50I showed that the latter was only an abridgment, as Meyer had supposed, 
of a longer work which Feraut had at his command anl which he translated 
quite faithfully. The Dublin manuscript belongs to the close of the XIIIth or 
beginning of the XIVth century; that at Oxford, a description of which may be 
seen in the Zeitschrift f. rom. Phil. II, p. 584, was executed in I449. After 
describing the Dublin manuscript Meyer gives extracts from it, comparing them 
with the Catalan translation in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, with the 
Latin abridgment of 15I and with the translation of Feraut, the whole intended 
to strengthen and prove his first hypothesis. 

La vie de Saint Gregoire le Grand, ed. by A. de Montaiglon. The poem here 
given has nothing in common with the celebrated legend of Saint Gregory, the 
earliest French form of which, first printed by Luzarche, will be shortly edited 
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by Alfred Weber for the Societe des Anciens Textes. This legend, it is true, 
bears the name of Gregory, but the person whom it concerns has not been 
identified with any of the popes of that name; whereas the poem above named 
relates the life of Gregory I, surnamed the Great, and is only a translation of 
the well-known work of Johannes Diaconus. It, together with a translation of 
the Dialogues of St. Gregory, is contained in a manuscript of the Bibliotheque 
d'Evreux, and was described by Chassant (Memoires de la Societe de l'Eure, 
1847) in his notice of the poem Advocacie Notre-Dame, which he printed in 
book-form in 1857. This manuscript consists of I65 parchment leaves, written 
in double columns, dates from the first half of the XIVth century, and is from 
the hand of the Norman poet Guillaume Alexis, author of the Blason des fausses 
amours. Besides the Dialogue S. Gregore and Vie S. Gregore, it contains like- 
wise Advocacie Notre-Dame and Chapele de Baiex. Of the Dialogue, Mon- 
taiglon prints only the prologue. He gives the Vie entire, which consists of 
2378 lines in riming couplets. 

Contes populaires lorrains recueillis dans un village du Barrois a Montiers- 
sur-Saulx (Meuse) is a continuation, by Emmanuel Cosquin, of a series of pop- 
ular tales which he began to publish in volume V of the Romania (I876), and 
has continued at irregular intervals since that time. The whole series, when 
completed, will number about eighty. They were collected by himself and 
sisters in 1866-67, aided by a peasant girl whom he characterizes as remarkable 
for her intelligence and wonderful memory. Each conte is followed by a crit- 
ical commentary, designed to point out its resemblance to other stories of a 
similar kind current in other countries. Many of them are traced to Oriental 
sources. The collection will be a valuable one for students of folk-lore, and it 
is to be hoped that the editor will make up his mind to bring them out in a 
more convenient shape. The present batch concludes with Le loup et le 
renard (No. 54). 

Notes sur la langue vulgaire d'Espagne et de Portugal au haut moyen Age 
(712-1200), a notice of Ed. Wolfflin's lateinische und romanische comparation, 
of N. Caix's Studi di Etimologia italiana e romanza, and of R. J. Cuervo's 
Apuntaciones criticas sobre el lenguage bogotano, and the Periodiques and 
Chronique, take up the remainder of this number, which closes the eighth vol- 
ume of the Romania. 

No. 33. La Chanson du Pelerinage de Charlemagne is a long article devoted 
by Gaston Paris to an examination of this old French romance, which relates the 
adventures of Charlemagne in a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the strange feats 
which he and his paladins accomplished at Constantinople on their return. It 
is preserved in a single manuscript (British Museum, MS. I6 E. VIII) written 
in England in the XTIIth century by a copyist "qui savait a peine le franqais 
et qui a cruellement maltraite son texte." There are two extant translations of 
the poem from the XIIIth century, the one Norse (en Norvegien), the other 
Welsh (en Gallois), a notice of which may be seen in Koschwitz's Karis des 
Grossen Reise nach Jerusalem und Constantinopel (Heilbronn, Henninger, 
I880). Also several ' remaniements' both in prose and verse were made of the 
story from the time of its composition down to the end of the XVth century. 
After giving a resume of the chanson and referring briefly to the opinions of 
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Francisque Michel, Paulin Paris, P. Meyer, L. Moland, Leon Gautier and 
Koschwitz in regard to the date of its composition, and discussing and rejecting 
Fauriel's theory concerning Aimeri de Narbonne, M. Paris concludes in favor 
of a date anterior to that assigned to it by most of the commentators, and places 
it " a l'epoque anterieure aux croisades, au troiseme quart environ du XIP siecle." 
He regards the "style au sens purement litteraire" as perhaps the strongest 
argument for this conclusion. An examination of the language from a philo- 
logical standpoint had induced Koschwitz also to refer it to the XIth century. 
Among other points of interest attaching to the Chanson du Pelerinage, Paris 
states that we are justified in considering it as " le plus ancien produit de l'esprit 
parisien qui soit arrive jusqu' a nous." It-may be remarked, for the information 
of those interested, that M. Paris a few months ago reprinted (for private circu- 
lation only) this essay together with another, Le Juif Errant, from the Ency- 
clopedie des Sciences Religieuses. 

Traites catalans de grammaire et de poetique (suite).1 IV.-Jaufre de Foxa. 
All that is known of Jaufre is to be gathered from his preface, where he says he 

composed his treatise at the request of Jacme, King of Sicily (eu, en Jaufres de 
Fuxa, per manament del noble e alt senyor en Ja., per la grasia de Deu rey de 
Sicilia, etc.) Jacme was on the throne of Sicily from 1286 to I29I, and from 
the latter date till his death in 1327 was King of Aragon. The importance of 
the text, here published for the first time, consists chiefly in this, that it shows 
the tendency of the Catalonians to assimilate their dialect to the Provencal. 
Until about the close of the middle ages they seem not to have had any defi- 
nite appreciation of the individuality of their own language. The productions 
of their first poets are in Proven9al. The little treatise of Raimon Vidal was 
adopted by them and furnished them a name, that of 'langue limousine.' By 
this title they designated their literary language in contradistinction to the 

popular speech, which enjoyed and still enjoys a popularity much greater than 
that attained by the patois north of the Pyrenees. They likewise adapted to 
their own use the grammatical compositions of the school of Toulouse, several 
of which have only been preserved by them. Still, while for certain special 
points treated by R. Vidal, as for instance the declension, they observed the 
Provencal rules, in other respects they wrote naturally in their own idiom, not 

seeming to be aware that they were departing from the pure Limousin of the 

Reglas de trobar. The language of Jaufre de Foxa, in spite of its Proven9al 
tendencies, is pure Catalan. Pretending that the Reglas of Vidal are too 
learned for the uneducated (among whom he enumerates emperors, kings, 
counts, dukes, marquises, princes, barons and the bourgeois), he sets before 
him the task of giving rules " per que cells qui no s'entenen en gramatica, mas 
estiers en [an ?] sobtil e clar engyn, pusquen mils conexer e apendre lo saber 
de trobar." 

Etudes de phonologie espagnole et portugaise, by Jules Cornu, The object 
of this study is to show-(i) that lege and rege, not leg and reg, as Diez main- 
tained, are the intermediate forms from which come ley and rey; this being 
shown by the existence of lee or le6 (=Ze(g)e) along with ley or lei and rey or rei, 
which are, in the majority of cases, dissyllabic in the Apolonio and Alexandre 
of Berceo; (2) whether the author of the Alexandre pronounced the third plu. 

1 See American Jour. of Philol., Vol. I, p. 13. 
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of the perfect -ioron or -ieron, and whether ioron belongs to the Leonese dialect; 
and (3) that (by examples taken from the Cid) nos and other enclitics were sub- 
ject to the regular laws of phonetic change whenever they were fused with the 
words to which they were joined. The whole article is very unsatisfactory, and 
by no means conclusive. 

Essai de phonetique roumaine, by A. Lambrior. Voyelles toniques. The 
examination is.confined to the Latin element in the popular speech and in the 

early literary monuments beginning with the XVIth century. The Romanian 
makes no distinction between the Latin long and short a; it remains intact 
under the conditions indicated by the following examples: 

fagum fag scalam scard 
nasum nas carnem carne 
laudare Iduddre sal-salis sare 

partem parte talem tare 
mare mare caput cap 

Tonic a of the classic Latin, preceding n or m followed mediately or imme- 

diately by a consonant, is changed into an obscure sound, which will be here 
represented by i (in Diez by u). Examples: romanum, rom/n; canto, c/nt; 

quando, cznd; languidum, linged; plangere, plingere; canem, c/ne; angelum, 
inger; sanguis, singe. But it often happens that i changes to i (lingual vowel) 
or to u (labial) according as we have in the body of the word lingual vowels or 
labial vowels and consonants, the change being caused by the influence of the 
consonants or atonic vowels on the tonic vowels; thus: anima, Inimd, inima; 
glandem, ghznde, ghinde (now ghindd); molliando, muiVnd, muiind, muind. 
Sometimes an atonic i observes the same law as the tonic i, as for instance: 
supracilia suprancilia, sprincgne sprincene. In some words, also, tonic i has not 
been changed into i; but by the influence of the final atonic an i has been inter- 
calated: panem, piine alongside of pine; canem, cline czne; mane, miine, mine; 
mani (=pl. manus), mrini mini. 

This influence of the lingual vowels (i, e) on the obscure i cannot be very old, 
as we find words in the old authors in which i has not yet become i; as: grin- 
dind now grindind; demineatd (often demiineatd), now demineatd, etc. Observe 
also that this tendency to modify i, through the influence of a lingual vowel in 
the body of the word, is still active, especially in Wallachian: e. g. Lat. plangit, 
sanguis, frangit; Mold. linge, singe, fringe; Wal. plinge, singe, fringe. 

Just as the lingual vowels effect the change of i to i, so the labial vowels 
cause i to go over into u: ambulo, formerly imbli, now umblu, and angulus, 
inghiu, now unghidi. An i may likewise be derived from a classic Latin 
i (=Romance e followed by n). For example, the preposition in becomes in; 
but in compounds, where it is followed by consonants or labial vowels, the i 
appears as u:.- inflo impleo, inftu unfiu and implu umplu. 

The remainder of the article is taken up with a discussion of certain apparent 
exceptions to the phonetic law of d+n, as seen in the suffixes -man, -andru, -an. 
After an ingenious argument (too long to be reproduced here), in which the pros 
and cons of both sides are fairly and squarely canvassed, the author thinks that 
-man and -andru (which could not come from the Latin, as it had no such suf- 
fixes) are to be regarded as derived from foreign words and proper names 
(giving numerous examples to prove this); further, that -an also is probably not 
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Latin -anus but of the same origin as man and andru; and that word-formations 
with these three suffixes were effected at a time when the law of the transforma- 
tion of Latin dn into in was no longer operative. He is very modest, however, 
and appeals to "savants competents" for their opinion on the evidence 
adduced. 

The Melanges of this number (occupying over twenty pages) is mostly devoted 
to etymological discussions by Cornu, Ulrich, Joret, Meyer and others. 

The Comptes-Rendus contains a very severe criticism by Paul Meyer on Aug. 
Scheler's Trouveres belges du XII au XIV siecle (Bruxelles, I876). Having 
poured out upon him the vials of his wrath, in regard to the slovenly perform- 
ance of his work in editing the first series, he then turns him over to Gaston 

Raynaud, who is scarcely less harsh in his notice of the Nouvelle Serie (Lou- 
vain, I879). Gaston Paris notices very favorably Joseph Herz's De Saint Alexis, 
and Paul Meyer J.-P. Durand's Etudes de philologie et linguistique avey- 
ronnaises. 

SAMUEL GARNER. 
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